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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Large Group Turns Out For
Operation Townlift Meeting

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, September 17, 1971

BULLETIN Forcilevels
Charge At
GOP Ticket

10* Per Copy

Methodist Women
Have District Meet

Vol. LXXXXII No. 219

One Killed In
Accident Near
Hazel Thursday

LEXINGTON—U. S. District
A district meeting of the
Judge Mac Swinford today
Women's Society of Christian
refused to abolish the Kentucky
Service was held Thursday at the
High School Athletic Association,
First United Methodist Church in
allowing
rulings
down
About one hundred business
handed
but
Townlift
committee, opened the
Development and Regional
Martin, Tennessee.
men, organizational heads, Studies
floor to questions. A two hour more black representation in the
Division of the Tennessee
Mrs: L. E. McCord of Route 1,
university personnel, and city
question and answer period association and taking the
Valley Authority, outlined
Cottage Grove, Tenn., was inand county government officials
followed. Each person was in- selection of game officials out of
problems that cities such as
FRANKFORT UPI)-Lt. Gov. stalled as president of the society
attended the first "Operation
vited to air problems and' offer the hands of the coaches.
Murray must face.
Swinford said he felt the Wendell H. Ford, the Democratic succeeding Mrs..C. C. Lowry of
Tovmlift" meeting held Thursday
suggestions as to a solution.
Whittle gave a complete revi
evening at the Woodmen of the
Vaughn thanked the entire KFISAA has been "the best nominee for Governor, Thursday Murray.
of the studies that had bee
World Hall.
community for the enthusiastic method" for governing high night accused the Republican Other officers installed are:
One person was killed and Murray State University.
completed on cities the size
—Injured was Charles Curtis,
Danny F. Whittle, regional
support of the program. The vote school athletics in the state, but party of an '11th-hour move", to Mrs. Leo Davis, Henry , Tenn., another was injured in a one car
Murray throughout the Ten
Vice-president; Mrs. George accident last
planner of the Navigational
was unanimous to continue the that it has dragged its feet in place a woman on the ticket.
night about 11:30 Jr., age 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
nessee Valley region.
regards to working out a fair and Speaking to the Franklin Tyree, Paris, Tenn., secretary; p.m. on U. S. Highway 641 South Charles Curtis, Sr., of 307 Edding
project.
He said forty or fifty towns in;
Whittle spent today (Friday) equitable. system for admitting County Democratic Women's Mrs. Harold Douglas, Murray, about one half mile south of Street, Fulton, and a freshman at
the region had taken advantage
Club, Ford said "Just hours chairman of spiritual growth; Hazel.
Murray State University.
talking to various business men blacks into the organization.
of the services offered by the
McBriae was pronounced dead
Swinford's directive ordered before the deadline for filing for Mrs. W. B. Graves, Murray, —Dead is Gary McBride, age
and citizens privately about the
TVA in an attempt to solve their
the board of control of the state office, the Republicans took secretary of program material; 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. at the scene from massive head
conditions of the community.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, problems.
Another meeting will be held KHSAA increased from eight to a look at the attention the and Mrs. Aaron Steele, Paris, McBride of 100 Ending Street, injuries and was brought to the
Whittle said last night's first
lieutenant governor of Region 15
sometime
in early October on the 10 members, with a least two women's liberation movement Tenn., chairman of the com- Fulton,and brother of Mrs. Tom Murray-Calloway County
of Kiwanis, reported on both the meeting was an attempt to find
was getting, and realized with mittee on nominations.
Hospital by a Miller Funeral
Townlift" project. being black
"Operation
International Convention held in the problems that Murray and
The officers were installed by (Brenda) Nanny, graduate of Home ambulance and later
alarm they had not put a woman
San Francisco last summer, and Calloway County face. Among
Dr. Wayne Lamb, district
transferred to the Hornbeak
on their statewide ticket.
the District Convention for the problems he stressed were
Funeral Home, Fulton. Funeral
"So in an 11th-hour move, the superintendent. Mrs.Lamb, the
Kentucky and Tennessee held in traffic congestion, inadequate
arrangements are incomplete.
Republican ticket manipulators past vice-president, presided
Lexington, at the regular parking facilities, complacency
Curtis was also brought to the
shuffled their lineup," Ford over the meeting in the absence
meeting of the organization on the part of the people, and a
local hospital by the Miller
added. "'They moved one male of Mrs. Lowry.
Revival services will be held at
'Thursday night.
general declining economy
Reports were heard from
ambulance and was admitted
condidate from one spot to
the Oak Grove Cumberland overnight.
President Durwood Beatty nationwide.
He suffered cuts and
another, removed one male district officers and local society
starting
Church
Presbyterian
presided at the meeting held at
The TVA official said that if the
By JOHN HALL
continue
a candidate from their lineup and presidents and a memorial Monday, September 20, and bruises, but was released this
to
threatened
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. group wished to continue the WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
filibuster against the bill if the added a woman as their token to , service was held for deceased continuing through Sunday, morning, according to local
Donations to the Cystic Fibrosis project, they should hold another Senate defeated, 47 to 36, today
members.
hospital officials.
women."
tabling motion failed.
and Red Cross campaigns were meeting with two or three a strong move to thwart revival
Special music was provided by September 26.
Henry County, Tenn., Sheriff
In his appeal for sedan, Ford noted by contrast that the
will.
be
Rev. Earl V. Roberts
voted at the Board Meeting weeks to set up an organization to of the military draft and
Stennis declared: "The prob- Democratic party has three—members of the Martin church. the evangelist for the services to Leon Williams and two Tenfollowing the program.
thoroughly study the problems. administration forces moved lems of crime and morale in women on its slate "because they
Special membership pins were
nessee Highway patrolmen were
be held each evening at 7:30.
Installation of officers and
At the conclusion of Whittle's swiftly to nail down final our
military services are wanted to, because they felt they presented. to Mrs. Leo Davis. Special music will be held each called to the scene.
ladies night will be held on Oc- address, Leonard Vaughn, victory for President Nixon
extremely serious and I charge could offer the ptople of Ken- Mrs. L. E, McCord and Mrs. evening and Friday night will be McBride and Curtis were in a
tober 7
chairman of the Operation within a week.
1965 Ford Mustang which was
the Senate that further delay on tucky the kind Of service in William Brittain of Murray.
youth night.
reported to be almost a total
The vote was on a motion to this draft bill will serve to government we want."
Roy Gene Dunn will direct the
table the bill to extend the make the problems approach Ford was referring to the filing
wreck. Both 18 year old men were
song service and Miss Cathy
draft until June 30, 1973. The dimensions of tragedy."
thrown from the car in the acchange which placed Mrs. Jewell
will be the pianist. The
Henson
cident.
goal of backers of the motion President Nixon personally Hamilton, an aide to Gov. Louie
church pastor, Rev. James
was to attack a "rider" warned that failure to approve B. Nunn,on the ballot as the GOP
Lying beside the road was a
The Kirksey United Methodist Garrett, and the congregation dead German Police dog and
amendment which would set an a two-year extension of the candidate for Superintendent of
urge the public to attend.
April 1 deadline for U.S. troop draft would be one of "the most Public Instruction and moved Men will assemble for the
officials theorized that the men
The church is located on the
monthly
meeting
at
seven
o'clock
withdrawal from Vietnam.
might have hit the dog or
irresponsible acts on the part of Douglas Mosely from that spot to
FT.
MCPHERSON, Ga. troops to kill 100 persons to one
Calloway-Marshall County line swerved
to keep from hitting the
Within minutes after today's the United States Senate that I the Clerk of the Court of Appeals Sunday morning, September 19.
UPI
military judge today of involuntary manslaughter.
Howard McCallon, program on the Penny-Airport Road.
vote key supporters of the could possibly think of."
dog causing the accident. Curtis
post.
reduced or dismissed all but The charge carries an 8-year
President began circulating a Nixon said at a Thursday The three women Democratic director, said that a film entitled
was conscious after the accident
one of the 102 murder charges maximum sentence upon conaimed
cloture
at ,news conference a vote against candidates are Mrs. Thelma L. "Conversion Plus" will be shown.
petition
as he was being brought to the
against Capt. Ernest L. Medi- viction.
choking off a filibuster, possibly ithe draft would "seriously Stovall for Secretary of State, This project is to help the
hospital. The men were reported
na, charged
with
over-all The charge that Medina
next Tuesday.
going north on U. S. Highway 641.
jeopardize peace initiatives of Miss Mary Louise Foust for State members and friends in the
responsibility for the massacre ordered the shooting of the boy
Senate
Republican
McBride was planning to enter
leader
United States around the Auditor, and Mrs. Frances Jones search for a richer experience
at My Lai.
was
thrown
out
entirely, Hugh Scott, Pa., urged mem- the
world"
and "make the United Mills for Clerk of the Court of in Christ, according to Rev. John Miss Kathy Recker, 18 year old school at Nashville, Tenn. His
The 34-year-old professional leaving only one murder charge
A. Jones, minister of the church. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry father is president of the City
soldier originally had three —that of shooting a woman bers to end what he called a States the second strongest Appeals.
Recker, of Route 8, Murray will National Bank, Fulton.
specifications of murder lodged during the March 16, 1968, "spectacle." Sen. John Stennis, nation in the world."
Patricia
be attending The
against him. He was accused of infantry sweep through the My D-Miss., Chairman of the But Nixon's vocal support for
Senate Armed Services Com- the draft law was not what
Stevens Career and Finishing
personally shooting a woman, Lai area.
School in Memphis, Tennessee.
of ordering the slaying of a Medina has admitted shooting mittee, commented: "We must inspired a new controversy that
She will major in fashion mersmall boy, and of permitting the woman, but said he did it in terminate this matter as soon threatened the bill. Instead it
was a rumor reportedly circuchandising and modeling.
his troops to slaughter 100 self defense believing she was as we can under the rules."
The tabling motion went lated by a key White House
She is a 1971 graduate of
others.
about to hurl a hand grenade at
down to defeat -in the face of aide about Senate Democratic
Murray High School where she
After the defense rested the him.
acceptable
,et
up
mutually
LOUSVILLE
UPI
-military judge in the case, Col. After a morning-long ar- strenuous efforts by President Leader Mike Mansfield.
Republican Gubernatorial ground rules for the proposed was an active member of the
Safire, President
Kenneth A. Howard, announced gument over the reduction of Nixon and administration for- William
nominee Thomas Emberton debates and provide for a Murray High School Band, the
speechwriter,
Nixon's chief
band, the brass choir, the
he was reducing the charge charges, the court was recessed
today
called upon Lt. Gov. discussion "on the issues and not pep
track team and the F.H.A . She
that Medina permitted his until Tuesday because of a The action was a victory for reportedly called several news- Wendell H Ford, his Democratic on personalities."
Nixon and another in a long men to report on a "backdeath in the family of the chief
Emberton
added that the has been employed by the Dairy
Nine indictments returned by
series of reversals for senators ground" basis that Mansfield opponent to meet him in a
prosecutor, Maj. William D.
proposed
television
appearances Cheer for theflast year and a the Grand Jury in the September
the
debate
on
televised
issues
who have sought to legislate a was threatening to cut off
Memphis
Her
address
in
half.
Eckhardt.
specific timetable for U.S. campaign funds for Democrats facing the people of Kentucky." would be kept within previously is 31 South Evergreen, Memphis, term of Circuit Court were
The first of the charges
In remarks prepared for set limits on spending on Mass
released today by the office of
who did not support him on the
Tenn.
reduced or dismissed involved withdrawal.
Circuit Court Clerk James
The measure still must clear draft. United Press Internation- delivery to the Kentucky media advertising.
the shooting of the boy.
Blalock.
at least one more major al learned about the calls Association of Realtors meeting
They are as follows:
bstacle, however—a filibuster Thursday night and a reliable here, Emberton said, -I call upon
PTA MEET POSTPONEI by those who want
Commonwealth of Kentucky
no draft at White House source confirmed Wendell Ford to join me on
television to discuss vital issues
The Murray Middle School 11.
vs. Carol Estes and Vikki
that Safire had been spreading
facing our state and I ask him to
Gregory,
Christmas is coming early to Parent-Teacher Association has The next showdown probably the story.
possession
of
join me in going before the people
marijuana KRS 217.731.
the American Red Cross in 1971 postponed its meeting scheduled will be a move next week to
Mansfield denied that he had
Commonwealth of Kentucky
for the sixth consecutive year. for Thursday, September 23, to shut off further debate—an told Democrats anything !,f the in all sections of Kentucky in at
televised
three
least
vs. L. C. Martin, grand larceny
The Calloway County Chapter Thursday, September 30, at 7:30 ction that requires a two- sort.
discussions."
KRS 433.222.
has begun its annual program to p.m. at the school. Parents and birds majority for success—
"That isn't my style." he
C,ommonwelath of Kentucky
,belp in providing gift bags for all interested persons note change in lways difficult to obtain.
said. "I didn't do it and I would Emberton said such debates
vs. Aaron Petty, uttering a forged
U.S. servicemen and women in date.
Nobody has been inducted not do it. I have never told would insure that voters are
(UPI)—The consider the matter.
WASHINGTON
cheat KRS 434.130.
South Vietnam at Christmas
ince that basic authority anyone to vote for anything on made aware of the candidates'
board of education The Kentucky Court of Appeals
FOUR CITED
Commonwealth of Kentucky
time
The Homemakers Club
xpired June 30 as Congress the basis of party—not on that real position on the issues. He Louisville
declared
the
state
June
last
Thursday asked the U. S.
vs. Elmer Dillon, cold checking,
made the green denim bags and Four persons were cited by the
angled over renewal.
said he felt it also would help
constitutional.
or anything else."
Supreme Court to declare rollback law to be
KRS 434.070.
they are now ready for filling. Murray Police department Earlier today the Senate was
The attack against Mansfield keep the campaign "away from
The school board is asking the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Individuals and organizations yesterday and last night. They old further delay in passing could change the outcome on the smears and charges that have Kentucky's property tax rollback
lower
overturn
the
court
to
high
law to be unconstitutional.
vs. Franklin James, cold
who wish to participate in this were for public drunkenness, aft legislation could possibly the majority leader's effort to already started."
decision.
Henry Triplett, of Louisville, court's
service project may pick up any loitering, speeding, and driving use a national tragedy.
add a deadline for the Vietnam "We can take this step to attorney for the school board, The law was approved by the checking, KRS 433.190.
Commonwealth of Kentucky
number of bags at the chapter while intoxicated.
Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss., War to the draft bill. Mansfield Prevent personal attacks and
filed the request for a hearing on General Assembly six years ago vs. Tommy Mania, grand laroffice along with a list of items
chairman of the Senate Armed is one of the Senate's most move onto discussion of the more
that
all
ruling
court
a
after
before the high court.
ceny. KRS 433.190.
SHOOT PLANNED
that will be suitable for the long
Service Committee, issued the respected members and is relevant issues, such as pollution, the issue
aldermen property should be assessed at Commonwealth
of Kentucky
journey. Those who do not have A Ham and Turkey Shoot will warning in a closing statement considered by man Republi- tax relief, more jobs for Ken- Louisville's board of
value—more
its
cent
of
per
100
opposition
an
file
expected
to
vs Tommy Manis, storehouse
time to shop and fill bags may be held at the Jackson Purchase before a vote on an effort by cans, as well as Democrats, to tuckians, ethics in government is
average
the
times
three
than
school board's
breaking, KRS 433.190.
contribute cash and a service un Club on Sunday, September some senators to shelve the be above party loyalties.
and providing more family brief to the
request. The Supreme Court statewide assessment in Ken- Commonwealth
organization will do the shopping 19,starting at one p.m. Shells will legislation, at least for the time
of Kentucky
The controversy occurred just security for all Kentuckians."
tucky at that time.
vs. Richard Keith Hutson, failure
be available.
and filling for them.
being. Some of the foes also (Continued on Page Twelve)
He suggested that he and Ford then must decide whether it will
"froze"
The rollback law
to comply with court orders
Calloivay County's quota for
revenue in every taxing district
Now You Know
relative to child support, KRS
this year is 100 filled bags which
at the end of two successive
435.240.
must be mailed by September 30. By United Press International
annual 10 per cent increases in
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Last year 255 of the bags were James Smithson, the man
revenue.
the tax
who left his fortune to the
vs. James Brady Willis,
mailed from this county.
The high court's decision on
forgery, KRS 434.130.
For further information or to United States government to
whether it will consider the case
begin
the
The other eight indictments
Smithsonian
Institureserve a supply of bags call 753Is expected by January, 1972.
tion, was the illegitimate son of
returned by the Grand Jury were
1421.
Sir Hugh Smithson and had
not released by the court.
FLOODS-CHOLERA KILL 54
never been to America.
Willis entered a plea of guilty
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
NEW DELHI 11141
The on the indictment of forgery and
Gerald Washburn of Dexter
season's monsoon floods and a was sentenced to two years in a
Route One, age 31, was treated AIRCRASH ULU FIVE
cholera outbreak in Moghyr state prison, according to Circuit
for an injury of the ribs at the BELGRADE (UP!) —Five
District in Bihar State about Court records. A motion for
emergency room of the Murray- (wiilefl were killed when a
200 miles northwest of Calcutta probation is pending.
Calloway County Hospital Yemen Airlines DC3 crashed in
have claimed 54 lives.
The Petit Jury for this term of
Thursday at eight p.m. He was southern Yugoslavia Thursday,
A delayed report by the Press court is scheduled to report to
reported injured in an automobile the news agency Tanjug said.
There were no passengers
Trust of India ( PTI ) News Circuit Court on Tuesday, Sepaccident.
aboard
Agency said 2 75 million per- tember 21, at nine Am.
Tanjug said the plane crashed
sons in Moghyr had been
into a hill near the village of
affected by floods when the
CHURCH SERVICES
Rajinca Villagers told the news
swollen Ganges River spilled its
agency they saw the aircraft
banks and
inundated
the The St. John'a -tpiscopal
Mostly cloudy and cooler with circle Rajinca several times
district's low-lying areas.
Church, located at Main and
rain likely through today. "and then they heard a
Quoting District Magistrate S. Broach Streets, will have its
Decreasing cloudiness and cool tremendous crash."
K. Srivastava, PTI reported morning worship services each
Saturday. Highs today and Cause of the accident was not
that 30 persons were drowned Sunday at 9:30 a.m. until furhter
GRAND
SLAM—The
Washirigton Street Bridge— over
of barges broke loose from 'their moorings, swept
Saturday in the upper 60s to low Immediately known, Tanjug
and another 24 had died of notice. Sunday School will be held
Elk i e
closedorwl forwiehed inter it:
Ms. Lows tonight in the mid1es.,said
cholera.
St 10:30 a.m

Kiwanis Club
Meets Thursday

Revival Planned At
Oak Grove Church

Senate Defeats Move To
Thwart Revival Of Draft

Charges Against Medina
Reduced To One By Judge

Kirksey Men Will
Meet On Sunday

Miss Kathy Recker
At Memphis School

Emberton Calls For
Debates With Ford

Red Cross Has
'Ditty Bags
For Vietnam'

.LON

INTER

ity Plastic
In Top

991

The Weather

Court Asked To Declare
Kentucky's Tax Rollback
Law As Unconstitutional

Indictments
Released By
Court Clerk
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES•TIMES TILE

More equipment was purchased by the City council for the
implementing of the sanitary land fill gargage disposal plan.
Trucks valued at 217,224 were purchased.
Randy Patterson, member of the Calloway County 4-H Teen
Age Club. won the Kentucky 4-H Speech event held at the Kentucky State Fair. He spoke on "The Fate of the Nation".
The Murray High Tigers downed the Morganfield Guerrillas 52
to 7. Scoring for Murray were Charlie Robertson, Ronnie Edwards, Roy Wyatt, Tommy Wells, Ben Hogancamp, and Ronnie
Danner.
Mr. and -Mrs. Glen Grogan are the parents of a baby girl, *
Leslee Lyn, born September 14.

20 Years Ago Today

I ftlINK q0MCONE WAN 14

i r(:t!

LEDGER A TIMIS FILE

Bible Thoucjhtfor Today
If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat; and if be be
thirsty, give him water to drink.—Proverbs 25:21.
The best way to rid ourselves of our enemies is to make friends
of them

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Of all things that bemuse us about women, the
most common is the way they arrange their ages. A
woman well past 30 is likely to give her age as 29.
Past 40 she is 39, past 50 she is 49 and if she is
anywhere between 60 and 70 she admits that she
soon will be 59 — all of which is to say that women are
entirely practical about age. It is simply something
to push back.
"Most women are not so young
as they are painted."
—Sir Max Beerbohm

THE
FAA/IRAN/4IL
LAWYER _
Refusal to Work
Out of work? To millions of
people in that predicament, unWHAT'S WRONG WITH RECOGNITION
My Dad's a fine man. I suppose his weakest point is he loves
recognition. In fact, I've heard him say the least thing he has is
recognition.
Dad's the kind of fellow that doesn't want to do anything half
way. He's the type that wants to experience all that life has to
offer. So far, he says he has experienced the work, worry, and a
negative sort of prosperity.
Dad said that we only live once and, since one time around is all
we have, we should live life to the fullest. Dad went on to add that
it was only in the pursuit of the full life that he wanted recognition.
If wanting the full life is a natural drive, and recognition would
help to give that full life, then to deny recognition as a natural
drive would be as great a wrong as cutting off one's finger' Dad
used good examples to state and defend his position.
Trying to find something to be a success at Dad tried public and
private work. He failed at each so he turned to story telling of
sorts. His only problem now is he's afraid no one will understand
his stories. He tells Mom that his stories are full of fun and sadness, and reads to her but she laughs in all the wrong places.
I This doesn't help Dad much.) Dad tells me these stories and I
laugh in the right places because I'm smarter than Mom. The
right formular is to laugh when Dad looks at you.)
Dad said his stories are deep with meaning which is humorous
when you think'about it. The only thing that really worries Dad is
he is afraid that someone will discover his stories after he's gone
and then everyone will come to his grave and stand there
laughing.
I'm little, and what I know is that Dad's looking at you right
now'

The Almanac
Bob Little
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Sept. 17, the
September 14, 1971
260th day of 1971.
REPENTANCE IS
The moon is approaching its
110
ADULTS
Repentance,
new phase.
As a state of mind
The
morning
stars
are
NURSERY 4
Can not exist,
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus. Unless expressed.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Mohon ( Mrs. Joyce Mars and Jupiter.
Repentance,
Faye Mohon), 1503 Kirkwood, Those born on this date are Exalts higher
-tinder
the
sign
of
Virgo.
Murray.
Baron von Steuben, a Prus- Than
sian officer who served with the It humbles.
American Revolutionary Army And so
in 1777 was born Sept. 17, 1720. Repentance is a parodox
Thomas Perkins
On this day in history:
DISMISSALS
In
1787
the
U.S.-ColisHtirWn,
Darrell Edward Hopkins, Rt..
IN MEMORY OF SPRING
2, Benton, Mrs. Lorraine completed at the constitutional Its Spring, its Spring, I see it everywhere,
Claudia Geib, Rt. 1 Farmington, convention m Philadelphia was And,Oh,the sweet fragrance that fills the air,
Joe Pat Johnson, 1604 Catalina, signed by a majority of the 55 The Hyacinth and Tulips and Daffodils of gold.
Murray, Miss Janet Lynn Cole, delegates.
When I go out each morning are a beauty to behold,
703 S. 9th, Murray, Edwin Arthur In 1796 President George The Lilac and Snowballs and Apple trees in bloom,
Weydener, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Washington delivered his fare- And the Mocking bird and Robin sing their happy tune,
Mary Louise Balentine, Rt. 3, well speech and warned the The Violets and Pansies bow their heads when I pass by,
Murray, Golan Collier Hays, 1805 American people to avoid And Iris in every color of the rainbow in the sky.,
Olive St. Murray, Master Ken- foreign alliances.
The Azaleas and Poses are such a great elight,
1939 Russia inVaded I like to sit and watch
neth Paul Collins, 212 N. 12th , In
them until the day fades into night,
Poland
in
World
War
II,
16
Murray, Charles Louis Nanny,
And yet, in all this beauty I often drop a tear,
Rt. 2 Box 351, Murray, John days after Nazi Germany Of all the yesterdays, of all the yesteryears.
Wylie Trenholm, Rt 1, Dexter, moved into the same country.
Mrs. Annie Johnson
Mrs. Barbara Ann Northam, Rt. In 1968 George Wallace.
Murray, Kentucky
former
(
and
now again) gover1 Box 22, Murray, Mrs Alice
Dean McCoy & Baby Girl. Rt 3, nor of Alabama, was nominated
Murray, Charlie Dow Jones. RI for president by the American
I, Murray, Tenme Robert Independent Party.
Higgins, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs
Florence Denna Current, 813 A thought for today: A motto
the
seal of Thomas
Olive, Murray, James Rupert on
Phillips, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs Jefferson, third president of the
Fats May Wynn, 1509 Parklane United States, said, "Rebellion
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Docia I Ase to tryants is obedience to God."
White, 913 Story, Murray, Mrs
Minnie Adkins, Rt. 4, Murray, 1.11k lir,
. hole,
Mrs. Dailey Dunn Waters ( From fur Philippines
Cony. Div )
MANILA (IIPI) -- Ground
has been broken for a 20 million peso (03.3 million) luxury'
hotel near Nayong Pilipino, a
FALCON FOUND
small village at the rim of the
ABINGDON, England (UP1)---1 Manila International Airport
Fred,the Royal Air Force falcon that depicts in miniature the
Who went absent without leave Philippines' tourist spots."fh.
hist week, is bark home again. hotel will be six stories toll and George Hamllt,starring as 'The lAut of the Daroliprils, Evel
The mascot of the Falcons' will be provided with a sound- Kwievel." takes a patriotic stance during the Nedra.. Anthem,
free-fall parachute team was proofing system so hotel guests before attempting one of the most death defying an* ever tried
found 100 miles away Sunday, won't be distracted by the as a motorcycle, the spectacular Jump of 19 automobiles, in this
sonic booms of passing jets.
perched on a tree
Irene from the Fanfare Corporation's film "Evel Knirettl" now In
_
it's second week at the Cheri Theatre.

Hospital Report

employment compensation has
been a Godsend. But in order to
collect those weekly checks, you
have to be willing to take another
job if one turns up.

This raises problems. How willing do you have to be? if the job
is good but the hours are bad,
must you accept anyhow—or lose
your right to compensation?
Generally speaking, the law
makes reasonable allowance for
hardship cases. For example:
An unemployed woman was offered a lob on the night shift at
a nearby factory. When she refused to take it, her unemployment compensation was cut off.
But in a court hearing, she told
the judge that she would have had
to walk home in the dark through
a tough neighborhood—and that
she had been terrorired twice by
nocturnal assailants.
The judge.decided that her refusal to take the job was justified,
and ordered her compensation
payments reinstated.
That does not mean, however,
that you can wait serenely until
the perfect job comes along. Another case involved a restaurant
worker who, accustomed to working from 6 a m. to 3 p.m., turned
clov.n a job that started two hours
later in the day.
"Frankly." he explained. "it's
just too hard for me to change my
hours I'm used to the old way."
Put his time, a court denied
his right to unemployment compensation He was out of work,
noted the court, more by choice
than by necessity.
Suppose a job that is offered
would create religious conflicts.
A number of cases have arisen involving Seventh-Day Adventists
who were not willing to work on
Saturday.
Almost invariably, the courts
have accepted this as a legitimate
reason for rejecting a job, with no
effect on the person's right to collect unemployment compensation.
"Work which requires one to
violate his moral standards." said
one court, -is not suitable work
American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.

li

RICHMOND, Ky-An
Eastern
Kentucky
University professor is the
new chairman of the higher
education division of the
National Driver and
Traffic Safety Education
Assn
Dr. Jerry L. Miller,
associate professor of
traffic safety, was elected
to the post at the
association's 15th annual
conference, held recently
at Springfield, Ill.
The conference featured
workshop sessions
designed to help teachers
in the instructing of young
drivers. Special meetings
were held to consider all
areas of traffic safety,
including alcohol education
and the development of
behavioral objectives.
Dr. Miller is director of
Eastern's Alcohol Reeducation Center, which
seeks to treat first-time
drunk driving offenders by
explaining to them the
effects of alcohol on the
human body and driving
skill.
The Ohio native and EKU
graduate taught at West
Virginia University at
Morgantown while working
on his doctorate.
Since coming to Eastern,
he has been active in
upgrading
Kentucky's
driver and traffic safety
education program. Until
recently a college graduate
needed only to complete
one three-hour course in
driver and traffic safety
education in order to teach
a high school level course
on the subject.
A survey last fall, Dr.
Miller said, revealed high
school students felt driver
education teachers needed
to be better prepared to
teach the courses.
Currently pending before
the state Board
of
Education is a proposal
which would require high
school driver education
teachers to complete 12
hours at the college level in
driver and traffic safety.

Subscription Rates. By carrier in Murray, S IS per week, 51 52 per
month St mad it Caitoway and adicsn.ng courthes. $17.50 per year;
th,r, 150 m,les of Murray. $15.00; more than 150
Other *est nat.ons

The sixth annual bench show and field trials of the Kentucky
Darn Fox Hunters Association will start tonight and continue for
the next three days in Murray.
R.T. (Tommie ) Cathey, age 75, died September 16 at the
Murray Hospital.
Sgt. Orville Herndon has returned to the United States after
'pending the past thirteen months in Korea. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Seldon Herndon of Hazel.
Pvt. William Watson, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Watson, has
completed basic training at Lsckland Air Force Base, Texas.
Mrs. David Thompson is spending a month with her son, John
David Thompson and family of Seminole, Texas.

Mrs. J. B. Burkoon

By Abiga

CigniDO

Open 7 p m.$1 p.m. Sat. a S

* TONITE thru TUE. *

BILLY JACK
*Aviolent man and
a gentle woman
who made
the mistake of
trying to

care for other
people.

T0M.LAUGH1.111. DE!fl"S TAYLOR :cr.

;* Children's Movie Sat 1:00 *
1PER4ROO
--1AND
THE FACELESS GIANTS

*

a
a

DEAR LONG: If y• ou c
Is pretty se

brother's advice

DEAR ABBY: The cafe
on the first floor of a highris
man who lives in this comr
his own personal telephone.
his apartment, and be reell
has us taking his calls for hi
outgoing calls.
Evidently he has even
bar because people call cots
him He comes in several ti
sages and make phone calls.
that we are too busy to take
hasn't heard us.
How can we get the met
that this is a business phone

MADISON In METROCOLOR

eleased byFANFAF, i'LM PRODUCTIONS INC

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:30 p.m.
-Satirical masterpiece"
San Mateo Times

HARRY
NOVAK
courts compresents
parison to
FeUini in
sweep and
style. . . art
in a sustainedill
mood of outrageous
comedy
.
Rolling Stone
Masazint

n

"Heartil
recommended!'

Wow rucruRFS Rrl EASE

▪ VVisoiari Of 7
•

DEAR ABBY . This mot
man at a bar being asked h
with a lonely woman. He Jr
the gal suggest that be go I
many other wives identified
I have been married 17
I have been "lonely" SEX D
once named in a divorce a
what this woman was like,.
was lonely." This from a thr
My six children have n
have their father at /school f
days. My brother who is a k
leave him. I wouldn't dare. i
All the children go to
when he is around, he get
around the convent for the
tell me what a "wonderful"
He goes on binges for a
for a shower and change o

Siou'll not forget them."

--16PfitkeEcr.ARANA a

a

DEAR LUBBOCK: Now
with a gadget that would 'ii
good-bye.

Or ice 7ou see

* ft

STANDS ALONE!

DEAR ABBY The tette
hearing interested me bee
problem for years Now she
she can get.
I wonder how many of j
piece of equipment the tele;
telephone receiver to amp&
mother's telephone two year
She can push a little b
the volume of the caller's vi
don charge and only 61 at
month
I can't understand why
advertise this item as it OA
to so many. Perhaps if pi
It would be a kindness.

REFUGEES TRUCKED FROM FLOODS—Residents of Sinton in south Texas are loaded into a National Guard
truck as the town of 3,000 is flooded in the wake of
tropical storm Fern.

• Don't miss this outstanding
a
• motion picture—

at

DEAR FED UP: You cc
you will take no more mess
the right to use your telephos
rather rough, bat that's the

.P! f6;-3 0110.10 ia

ACADEMY AWARDS

BEST PICTURE'

Nitely at 7:30 plus
b
6411. p
2:00 Sat &Sun.
This may be your last *
chance te see tt!

Childrel

THEATRE

DEAR ABBY: When frie
belts in my automobile, how
they do so?

50i

HELD OVER 2nd Hit Week!

DEAR WALDEN: Say,'
predate if you woald please '
do it, skip the diplomacy al
anywhere until they do!

FOR FAME, FORTUNE....
AND BROKEN BONES

• Nftel
phis 2Y:2
00
t7
C.
a & Sun,
li

sa
'
GEO
is
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Phone deN
hard of h(
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ADULTS
ALL SHOWS

**IS*

•
•
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What's your problems Ya
your chest. Writr to 'MST,
IMO. For a personal reply

— AMILTON• SUE LYON

ea yelope

•

For Abby's booklet -Hon
seed Si to Abby, Box ill. L

Murray Girls Are
X

•
a PLUS
a
a

'J

r rer-6191
re.
L3.1cJ
INURRAY • open 7.00 Start 730

Sorority Members
Three Murray girls have been
initiated into Kappa Delta social
sorority at Murray State
University, according to a
release from the group.
They are as follows

DiVIIIARRIS TON 110/101111
OF ARNORIRAL SI gUllt SIRA%nOR

EXCEEDS LIMIT
TUCSON, Ariz. (UPI) -A
Carolina
man
North
was
arrested at Tucson InternationAirport
Wednesday
al
on
charges of exceeding the state's
hunting limit.
a
Wildlife agents said they
a
found two gila monsters and 17
rattlesnakes being packed into
a
wooden crates for David E. a
Burge. Jr, Cullowhee N.C.
a
They said Burge had a a
permit to coliect one gila
a
• 1.
monster only, and only five of a -• VIAMPIRSO
a
RI ROW
the snakes were still alive when
a
•
packed.
a
Officers said the suspect told
X
them he was collecting the •DEFINITELY
reptiles for Western Carolina *ADULT ENTERTAINMENT.
a
University
•
**•

BODY
OF A FEMALE

Miss Linda Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Robert W. Jones,
who is a sophomore majoring in
social work.
Miss Barbara Jones, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jones,
who is a sophomore majoring in
art.

DR. NO" & "FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE
BOREIRREHEIRLdCagftelPf!

STARTS SUNDAY *
RARLF.Y METZGER prrsent‘

"THE

IBERTINE

R camme2000,1
:
i,thti

RAI OLE,

Miss Debby Johnson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Al W. Johnson,
who is a sophomore majoring in
speech and hearing and is also a
member of White Rose of Sigma
Nu.

Irrt.Ora

* fiT *•*•11 *•*
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— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Linda Fain Is
Hostess -Fob Meet
Nu Phi Mu Chapter

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 17, 1V1

Mrs. Blanch Larson
Gives Lesson At
Homemakers Meet

Friday, September 1/
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
WAS will meet at the church at
eleven a.m. to go to the lake for a
picnic and prayer retreat with
Mrs. Albert Crider as leader.

a patio salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
Hostesses are Mesdames Joe
Prince, Donald Story, Howard Mrs. Blanch Larson presented
The Nu Phi Mu Chapter of Beta
Bazzell, Charles Simons, Charles the lesson on "Pollution" at the
Sigma Phi held its first meeting
Moffett, Eugene Berrill, Max meeting of the Pottertown
of the year on September 9 at
Brandon, and John R. Thompson. Homemakers Club held on
seven o'clock in the evening at
Wednesday, September 8, at the
The sinking Spring
Baptist
the home of Mrs. Linda Fain.
Holiday Inn.
Church WMS will meet at the
John 15:12Following the opening ritual
'larch at 70:30 p.m.
The
Calloway
County The devotion from
given by Mrs. Bessie
standing committee reports were
Association
for
Retarded 38 was
s4t. A letter from International
Hazel Baptist Church WMS Children wM hold Its regular Colson who gave the thought,
on scholarships was read by
will meet at the church at 1:30 monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. at "Knowledge Is A Treasure, But
President Mrs. Sharon Caroll.
p.m. with Mrs. Maggie Russell as the new center. All members and Practice Is A Key To It". Mrs.
Plans for fall rush party were
Clifton Roberts, secretaryfriends are urged to attend.
program leader.
made afterwhich a program
treasurer, gave her reports.
entitled "Friendship" was given
Members answered the roll call
The First Baptist Church WMS
Ray Sinclair, route salesman for the Ryan Milk Company, left,
by Mrs. Joyce Houston.
Exercise and Slimnastics by naming a state park and
and Jerry Fatten, mall carrier for the Murray Postoffice, are
will meet at the church at nine
Members present at the pictured with the group of children eh°
a.m. with Mrs. Edd Adams as Classes, sponsored by the telling somthing about it.
attended the program at
meeting were: Mrs. Sharon the Story Hour held Wednesday from three
Alderdice,
Hollie
Murray Recreation Department, Mrs.
program leader.
to four p.m. at the
Carroll, Miss Sherie Williams, Calloway Public Library. Over one hundred
will start at seven p.m. at Carter president, presided and reported
and sixty children
Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs. Dot were present to hear Sinclair and Fulton
The Memorial Baptist Church School. For information call 753- on the special interest lesson on
discuss their work in
Barrow,Mrs. Joyce Houston, and their positions.
"Lingerie" held on August 31.
VMS will meet at the church at 7640.
Mrs. Charlotte Adams.
Plans for making and filling the
ten a.m.
During the summer months
By Abigail Van Buren
ditty bags for Vietnam soldiers
two socials were enjoyed by the
Saturday, september 18
The Blood River WMU were discussed and the group
DEAR ABBY The letters from people who are hard of
Nu Phi Mu Chapter of Beta
A dance party for seventh and Leadership Conference will be made plans to meet September 15
Sigma Phi.
hearing interested me because my mother has had that
eighth grades at the Oaks Club held at the First Baptist Church, at the home of Mrs. Bryan
The first social was held at
problem for years. Now she wears the strongest hearing aid
will be held from 7:30 to ten p.m. Murray, from ten a.m. to 2:30 Overcast to work on this project.
Lake Barkley Lodge with Mrs.
she can get.
A lesson on "'Time Saving
at the club. Each member can p.m.
Sharon Caroll, Mrs. Joyce
Sewing Equipment" was given
I wonder how many of your readers know about a smigl
Invite two guests and the charge
The Arts and Crafts Club held
Houston, Miss Sherie Williams,
by Mrs. O.B. Cook. Mrs. Louise
piece of equipment the telephone company can attach to the
is 75 cents per person. Mrs.
its regular monthly meeting at
Short gave the landscape notes.
telephone receiver to amplify the sound? We put one oirily
Charles Hornra is party chair, Mrs. Linda Fain, one new
the Southside Restaurant on
Mrs. Patye Overcast and Mrs.
man.
mother's telephone two years ago and it has been a gOd11111111. - member, Mrs. Charlotte Adrnas,
Wednesday, September 8, at twoJackson,
Kenneth
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
one
of
the
Lurene Cooper directed tht
soroities
tranShe can push a little button with her thumb and oda
sferee's to Illionois, Miss Sandy 1301 Farris Avenue, Murray thirty o'clock in the afternoon
recreation.
The Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
the volume of the caller's voice. There was a small installaannounce the miffekige of their with Mrs. Keys Futrell as members will have roadblocks at
Garland.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, area
tion charge and only $1 added to her telephone bill each
daughter,
Patricia Ann, to hostess.
Later
the
soroity
members
met
agent, reported on the Home
12th and Sycamore and at Five
month
Arrangements of yellow Points from ten arn,
at Jerry's Restaurant where William G. Birch, son of Mr. and
Management meeting she atto three
I can't understand why the telephone company doesn't
flowers and candles were used on pm, collecting for
R.
William
Greene,
Birch
Mrs.
of
plans
for
the
new
year
were
the arthritis The Gamma Gamma Chapter tended in Lexington, and gave a
advertise this item as it would be such a tremendous help
the
tables.
A
dessert
course was drive.
discussed. Members present New York.
of Beta Sigma Phi held its first detailed report on the progress of
to so many. Perhaps if you print this, others will inquire.
were Miss Sherie Williams, Mrs. The wedding was solemnized served.
regular
meeting of the year on the repairs and expenses for the
It would be a kindness.
LUBBOCK, TEX.
Aaron
Chapman, The Murray-Calloway County
Sharon Caroll, Mrs. Joyce on August 24, in Metropolis, Mrs.
Tuesday, September 14, seven- Extension office.
president, presided. Mrs. Fannie Shrine Club
DEAR LUBBOCK: Now if Ma Bell would just come up
Houston, Mrs. Linda Fain, and Minois.
members, wives, and thirty o'clock in the evening in Announcement was made of
Mrs. Birch is employed with Williams of Mayfield, a charter guests, will have a
Mrs. Connie Oliver.
with a gadget that would signal those nonstop talkers to say
dinner the Community Room of the the Purchase Area Homemakers
Waldrop Real Estate Agency and member of the club, spoke briefly meeting at the Southside Murray
good-bye.
Branch-Hopkinsville meeting at the Cabana C1110,
Mr. Birch is a senior at Murray on the organization of the club. Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Federal Savings and Loan Paducah, on October 27, whial
Merhbers
present
were
State University where he `will
the Calloway group will atterii,
DEAR ABBY This morning's paper had a cartoon of a
Association Building.
graduate in December with a Mesdames Keys Futrell, Burie Decoupage workshops will
man at a her being asked how he wouki like to have dinner
The meeting was calred to and then view the Ray Harm bird
be
degree in marketing. He is a Cooper, Polly Keys, Aaron held in Room 252 of the Fine
with a lonely woman. He jumped at the offer only to have
Arts order with the members prints at the Citizens National
member of Tau Kappa Epsilon. Chapman, Helen Lassiter, Neva Building,
the gal suggest that he go home to his wife! I wonder how
repeating in unison the Opening Bank there.
Murray
State
The couple is now residing at Waters, Jesse Roberts, Edgar University, from nine am.
Lunch was served in the dining
many other wives identified with that funny-sad lituation.
Ritual.
to
Morris,
A.M. Thomas, Greene noon
1322 Main Street in Musray.
Others present were
and one to four p.m.
The theme for the Beta Sigma room.
I have been married 17 years, and for the lest 15 years
Wilson, Carl Harrison Ragon
Phi year is "Beauty." Mrs. Mesdames Ruth Weston, Gray
I have been "lonely" six nights a week. My husband was
Miss Kelly Crick was honored
McDaniel, Bryan Tolley, S.L. Ballgames and a Country
Martha Alls gave the program Roberts, Mellie Hopson, Myrtle
once named in s divorce action, and when I went to see
with a birthday party on
Horn, Connie Ford, Melas Linn, Musical will be held at the Dexter
entitled, "The Body Beautiful." Cayce, Lillis Wohlhart, Louise
what this woman was like, she cried,"— but Mrs. —,I
Saturday, August 28. She
and Ruth Clopton. Two visitors Ball park, sponsored by Dexter
She said that the inward person Somers, Iva Alford, Rosezelaa
was lonely." This from a thrice-married woman!
celebrated her Fifth birthday on
were Mrs. Raymond Lewis and Homemakers Club. Ball games
should
be as important to us as Outland, Katie Overcast, aail
August
27.
The
party was given at
My six children have never known what it was like to
Mrs. Fannie Williams.
will start at ten am. and the the outward person. She closed Gussie Geurin.
the home of her parents, Mr. and
have their father at school functions or home for their birthThe next meeting will be held
music show at eight p.m. her program by showing the
Mrs. Jewell Crick.
days. My brother who is a lawyer told me five years ago to
Proceeds will go to the Crippled group a film entitled, "Drugs: on Wednesday, October 13, at ten
Refreshments of cake, ice
leave him. I wouldn't dare. Who would support us?
a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Children's Telethon.
Use or Abuse."
cream,drinks,candy, and bubble
All the children go to Catholic schools and on Sunday
The program was followed by
gum were served. Pictures were New officers of the Woman's
when he is around, he gets them all together and walks
Sunday, September 19
Missionary Society of the Flint
the regular business sessiop.
taken during the party.
around the convent for the nuns to see him, so they owl
Baptist
Church
It was the unanimous decision
for
the
coming
Those present were Jeanie
Minute Steaks Baked Potatoes
tell me what a "wonderful" father my husband is!
The Wranglers Riding Club will of the group to assist
Rule, Donna Ogg, Diana Crick, church year have been elected as
the Red
Carrot Timbales Green Salad
He goes on binges for a week at a time, and comes home
ride
starting
two
Memp.m.
at
Cross in filling ditty bags for
Chocolate Angelfood Cake
David York, Keith Thorn, Brad flows:
for a shower and change of clothes. Have you a solution?
bers note change in date. Regular servicemen overseas.
Mrs. Martha Imes, Baptist
CARROT TIMBALES
Haley, Richie Johnston and Kelly
LO)G PAST CARING
games and classes will be held. Refreshments of
Women'a Director and pianist.
A nutitious way to prepare
Cokes and
Crick.
Melody Jordan, Phyliss Hart,
DEAR LONG: If you can't change him, i think your
donuts were served by the carrots.
Mothers present were Mrs. Mrs. Dot Bailey. secretaryJo Hale, and Phyliss Sykes were Homecoming will be held at hostess,
brother's advice is pretty sound.
6 medium carrots
Judy Wall.
Jesse Ogg, Mrs. Eddie Johnston, treasurer.
Spring
Creek
Baptist
Church.
All
initiated into the Woodmen of the
The following members were 2 large eggs
Mrs. Jerry York, Mrs. Raymond Mrs. Wilodean Colson, study
World Sorority, Tau Phi Lambda, persons interested in the upkeep present:
DEAR ABBY: The coffee shop where I work is located
Martha Ails, Frances % cup milk
Morn, Jr., Mrs. Sammie Kelly, chairman.
at the L,eeting held recently at of the cemetery are urged to Armstrong,
on the first floor of a highrise apartment complex. A certain
grandmother of the honoree, and Mrs. Mydel Rickman, prayer
Paula Duncan, Rita 1 teaspoon salt
attend
the home of Melody Swift.
2 tablespoons butter, melted
man who lives in this complex uses our business phone as
chairman.
Farris, Beverly Herndon, Pat
Mrs. Crick, hostess.
Dressed in white floor length
his own personal telephone. He doesn't have a telephone in
Hopkins, Patricia Nesbitt, Sue 1 tablespoon minched parsley
Unable to attend but sending Mrs. Jean Turner and Mrs.
Carolyn Parks, The Kirksey United Methodist Overbey,
% cup soft fine bread crumbs
his apartment, and he really doesn't need one because he
gifts were Jeff Culver, Debby Judy Rickman, activity chair- Grecian robes,
Jerrie Parkin, Anita
Pare carrots and grate fine;
Jeanie Lamb, Glenda Smith, Men will have its monthly break- Thomas, Sylvia Thomas,
has us taking his calls for him, and uses our phone to make
Crick, Renee Crick, Dan Crick, man.
Joann there should be 3
cups lightly
Annie
Laura
fat
seven
Farris,
at
the
church
Helen
at
a.m.
Mrs. Jo Miller, publicity.
Turner, and Judy Wall.
outgoing calls.
and Mr. and Mrs. Rex Dowdy,
packed. In a medium mixing
Mrs. Janice Chapman, song Spann, and Melody Swift perThe meeting adjourned with bowl beat
Evidently he has given our number as "his" phone numeggs and milk
formed the parts of the Greek A Ham and Turkey Shoot will the members repeating
leader.
ber because people call constantly and leave messages for
the enough to combine; mix in salt,
Godesses
be
held
and
at
the
muses
in
Jackson
the
Purchase
Mrs.
closing ritual and Mizpah.
Jesse Barrow, Mrs. Grace
him He comes in several times a day to pick up his mesbutter, parsley, crumbs and
Walston,and Mrs. Rena Hopkins, candlelight ceremony. Jean Gun Club starting at one p.m.
sages and make phone calls. We've told him time and again
carrots. Spoon into 6 buttered
Shells
Richerson
will
be
available.
served
as
escort.
social chairman.
that we are too busy to take his messages, but it's like he
custard cups—they will be
Melody Jordan resides in
Mrs. Rubel Johnson, child care
hasn't heard us.
about 2-3 full. Place in a 13 by
Murray
on
Ryan
Avenue
with
her
chairman.
9 by 2 inch baking pan; fill pan
How can we get the message across to this nervy man
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt of
Mrs. Sue Miller, Young Baptist husband, Tom, and two children,
with very hot tap water so waMrs. M. C. Henry was
that this is a business phone and not for his personal use?
near
Backusburg
will
hold open Mr. and Mrs. Tommy I.
Laurie and Richie. Her husband
ter comes up to level of carrot
Women's leader.
hostess for the meeting of
FED UP IN HOUSTON
house and a basket dinner in
Mrs. Saundra Rice, Acteens is employed in management at
the
Motion, 1503 Kirkwood Drive, mixture. Bake in a preheated
South
Murray
the Murray Division of the celebration of their 68th wedding Murray,
DEAR FED UP: You could tell him that in the future
leader.
4lomemakers Club held on
are the parents of a baby 325-degree oven for 50 minutes.
anniversary.
Tappan
Company. They are
you will take no more messages for him, and refuse him
Mrs. Vicki Hughes, Girls in
boy, Brian Thomas, weighing With a small metal spatula looThursday, September 9, at
originally from Ohio.
the right to use your telephone to make outside calls. Seems
Action leader.
ten-thirty o'clock in the
nine pounds 11la ounces, born on sen edges; turn out. Makes 6
Phyliss Hart resides on Poplar
rather rough, but that's the only solution.
Mrs. Shirley Borders, Mission
morning at her home on
Tuesday. September 14, at 8:21 servings.
Street with her husband, Jerry.
Friends director.
p.m
Sha-Wa Circle.
Monday, September 20
DEAR ABBY: When friends refuse to fasten their seatThe major project lesson
The WMLI organizations meet She is employed at the HoustonThe new father is self embelts in my automobile, how do I diplomatically insist that
each first Wednesday of the McDevitt Clinic, Inc., while her The Penny Homemakers Club ployed.
was presented by Mrs. L.
Holiday
the
Inn
will
at
at
meet
they do so?
month at seven p.m. at the husband works with Liberty
.E. Fisk. Her subject was
WALDEN, N. Y.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Brand Name
ten am. with Mrs. Grace Covey
Stores in the area.
church.
"Time Saving Sewing
Thomas M. Mohon of Dexter EE
DEAR WALDEN: Say, "As a favor to me, I would aphostess.
as
Jo
Hale
is
employed
by
Jim
Gadgets" and she showed
Route One and Melvin Dossett of
*
preciate If you would please buckle up." And if that doesn't
Adams IGA in the Northside
many
different atOwensboro. Great grandparents
do it, skip the diplomacy and tell them you're oot going
Shopping Center. She lives in
tachments and other items
are Mrs. Ada Beshears of
Mann
anywhere until they do!
Tuesday, September 21
Stella and has two children.
to use to make for better
Madisonville, Mrs. Leona
of
the
Circle
Doran
Faith
The
Phyliss
Sykes,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
easier
sewing.
English
Mrs.
of
Sacramento, and Mrs.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Trying to lose weight' and Mrs. Byron Sykes, has First United Methodist Church
Fisk had done much
Beulah Crowder of Dexter.
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles. Cal
The most important thing
of
home
at
WSCS
the
meet
will
graduated
recently
from
Murray
research at the local
900419. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
to keep in mind . Eat a State University and is employed Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton. 705 Vine
sewing centers for her
balanced diet . just eat as a first grade teacher
esveiope.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Paul Houck
in Crit- Street, at two p.m.
lesson presentation.
less. Usually easier said tenden
of Abilene, Kansas. announce the
Counts.
Mrs. Paul Maggard,
than done
Carbohydrate
birth of a baby boy, Travers
For Abby's booklet "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
president presided, and
foods, such as nce, are
seed Si to Abby, Box 7116, Los Angeles. Cal. WWI.
Circle 1 of the First United Paul, weighing eight pounds
Mrs. Claude Miller gave
sometime, the first things
Methodist Church WSCS will thirteen ounces, born on Wedeliminated in a diet But
the devotion reading her
meet
at the social hall at two p.m. nesday, September 1
•.• Creaege of Spinach Soup
remember, these foods are
scriptilre from Matthew
Gifts Wrapped Free
essential for the normal
Prfect Egg Sandwiches
6:34. Thirteen members
The new father is serving with
Fruit
Cookies
metabolism of other
Use Our Layaway
answered the roll call by
the U. S. Army at Fort Riley,
Murray State University
foods . . . in fact, carbohyPEKIFECT EGG SANDWICHES
naming a state park and
Kansas.
Chapter of ACE will have an open
drates actually aid in the
6 hard-cooked large eggs
telling something about it.
The
house in the student union Grandparents are,Mr. and Mrs. .z_
utilization of fat
1-3 cup mayonnaise
Three
visitors
were
3 tablespoons minced sweet ballroom at 6:30 p.m. All persons Paul K. Houck of Vandalia, Ill., g
present.
Three Murray girls have been
Interested in children are urged and Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy
pickle
Each
member was
initiated into Kappa Delta social
to attend.
Allbritten of Murray. Great --1
2 teaspoons prepared mustard
5
504 Main
urged to write her
sorority at Murray State
.
Here is a gourmet entree
1/4 teaspoon salt
grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs.
Congressman
regarding
University, according to a
for dinner or a late evening
R. D. Langston of Murray.
White pepper to taste
the legislation peoposed
release from the group.
supper that is completely
iiiiiBmewhiliuniidliiiiPiiieliompiiiieiiiiiiiB
s mainnukiiii;
The Good Shepherd United
12 slices white bread
concerning the curtailment
prepared in just 15 minThey are as follows:
Methodist Church WSCS will
mix
with
and
Mash
eggs
the
can
utes!
Heat one (7,1-ozi
of the work of the Exall the ingredients except the meet at the church at two p.m.
Miss Linda Jones, daughter of
drained and sliced Alaska
tension
program
bread. Make sandwiches of this
King crab or one 16 or
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jones.
throughout the nation.
filling and the bread. Cut off
package defrosted and
who is a sophomore majoring in
The club discussed the
The Russell's Chapter United
crusts; cat each sandwich in
sliced frozen crab in onesocial work.
•
ditty bags for the soldiers,
COME TO
Methodist Church
fourth cup melted butter
half. Makes 6 sandwiches.
WSCS will
Miss Barbara Jones, daughter
a project sponsored by BOP
cooked
Toss
with
meet
eight-oz
at
the
church.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jones,
Red Cross.
and drained noodles, onewho is a sophomore majoring in
Announcement
third cup grated Parmesan
was
art.
made of the Purchase area
cheese and one tablesiron
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
chopped parsley.
homemakers meeting in
Remember that acids
Miss Debby Johnson, daughter STEP ON A CRACK. Perfect
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
and Try the
Paducah. Lessons for the
such as tomatoes or lemon
of Mr and Mrs. Al W. Johnson, For rugged playing or pretty
Its regular meeting at the
—Fresh
Ky.
Lake
Catfish
year
sitting,
were
this prairie girl dress
received by the
juice—often cause milk to
One jewelry manufactile r
who is a sophomore majoring in has a plaid
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
top gathered at net
—Country Hams and Steaks
members
curdle.
To
prevent
this
in
Monet,
puts earelips on its -jr
speech and hearing and is also a and sleeps and sashed at the
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pt7ZSI
The club's meeting each
tomato soup, thicken the
*rigs. Pressed gently into pie
member of White Rose of Sigma saist. Styled by Hillary of Dan
6a.m.tolOp.m.,7days a week
milk first and add tomato
month
changed from the
- niter broadcloth, it's topped hy
the Monct people say, the c.irNu
Tneeday, September 21
juice shortly before servan 1merican classic: blue den— J.C. GALLIMORF: —
second Thursday to the . clip stay put and "never, nes er
The Music Department of the
im, done here in a tufted skirt.
ing.
second Wedneeday.
• pinch:"
Murray Woman's Club will have
Gass.
•

Phone device aids
hard of hearing

Jackson & Birch

iidents of Sinational Guard
1 the wake of

Pol

*
'—

:ten

50'

,rget them.*

Vows Solemnized
On August 24

Arts & Crafts Club
Holds Regular Meet

Beta Sigma Phi
Has Regular Meet
At Local Office

Miss Kelly Crick
Honored At Party
On Fifth Birthday

Mrs. Martha Imes
Elected Director
Of The Flint WMS

1P -Go

:00 *

10 p.m.

riCat

San Marro Times

D

LOR

the bow
"Don't
miss it!
Gary Par*
K TVU

"Heartil
recommended!'

L PicTuRES Pfl EASE

Four Persons Are
Initiated At Tau
Phi Lambda Meet

Mrs. M. C. Henry
Hostess For South
Murray Club Meet

Family Dinner

TBIRTHSj

C_* OURTSEY COATSE
KNIT SHIRTS

(EN BONES

SUE LYON

EL
Imre.
devris,

* JEANS
* PEASANT
DRESSES
10% OFF
Baby Gift Dept.

Good Lunch

Murray Girls Are

Sorority Members

I Start 7:30

thru

Be a loser

SAT.

ITH LOVE
EN_Argri

I Youth Shop

15-minute dish

i

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Add acids last

+a,

HAZEL CAFE
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Jets Having Trouble
Before Season Starts

—MURR4Y,,
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KENTUCKY

American League Roundup

=
E

BRANDON'S
BITS
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Robinson Hits Grand Slam In
Eight To Beat New York 6-2

Right now the most r-7frawa
with management for both the problems are on the defensive
By FRED McMANE
W70 and Ira season when he line where coach Weeb Ewbank
UPI Sports Writer
Cincinnati routed San Francisco Twins.
By VITO "'ELLIN°
By Mike Brandon
was suddenly balked at signing. must find replacements for
NEW YORK
8-1,
San Diego beat Los Angeles Pinch-hitter Mike Fiore drove
"'was
Wetter
supposed to be ever so beautiful Biggs decided to sign with Biggs and Thompson. Roger
tie in
Pittsburgh stopped St. in two runs to snap a
4-1,
Pat
Dobson, the first man on
for the New York Jets this Washington, -a move that left Finnie, who was shifted to
Louis
6-1,
Montreal
beat the eighth and pace Boston past
the
Baltimore
staff
to
It
post
his
appears
that
gaping
hole
on
the
Jets
with
a
the
St.
are
Cardinals
out
Louis
of
this
season's
seam.
California. Rookie Rick Miller
offense last season, has been
pennant race. But the Redbirds put up one great fight before 17th victory, was the fourth Philadelphia 6-2 and Atlanta
'Joe Namath was coming back the defensive line.
drove
in four runs with a pair
moved back to defense and he
edged
Houston
4-3.
Oriole
pitcher
to
win his 18th.
bowing out. But beware, for next year the Cardinals will be in it
After missing most of last year Next came the coup de grace. probably will man the left
of
hits
including a homer for
Clyde
Wright
pitched
a
threeDobson fell behind the other
all the way.
with a broken wrist: the team Namath got hurt again. The tackle post next to all-league
the Red Sox. Rico Petrocelli
hitter
to
outduel
Dick
Drago
as
three
Baltimore
starters
when
knee
and
Remember
injury
was
to
his
left
that
Bob Gibson was on the disabled list for three
*as deep at practically every
and Joe Laboud also homered
right tackle John Elliott. Mark
weeks and right there is a couple of games in the standings. Jerry he failed three times to win his California downed Kansas City.
position with the development it came in the Jets' first pre- Lomas, a second year man
for
the Sox.
Wright
struck
out
Bob
Oliver
Ruess and Reggie Cleveland are lust beginning to blossom into 18th but he caught up Thursday
of many of the younger players season game with the Detroit from northern Arizona, will
Norm Cash singled in the tiewith
runners
on
second
and
night
when
Brooks
fine
Robinson
hit
Lions.
pitchers.
It
was
bad
enough
to
Steve
Carlton, after last season's holdout, looks as
last year: and desire was keen
breaking run in the fifth inning
occupy the vacated end spot.
if he'll win 20 this season. With a little luck next season, the an eighth-inning grand slam to third in the ninth to nail down
require surgery, meaning that
throughout the entire club.
as
Detroit beat Washington.
Gerry Philbin, a former all.
the
victory.
beat the New York Yankees 6-2.
Cardinals just could have four 20 game winners.
But slowly things started to Namath will be lost to the team league performer, holds dose
Winning pitcher Les Cain
Minnesota
rallied
with
four
Dobson
pitched
an
eight
hitter.
What
can
for
be
said
at
least
half
the
season.
Torre?
about a guy like Joe
Torre is now one of
happen—tragic things which
the left end spot and Jobs
The victory left Dobson with runs in the seventh inning to pitched three-hit ball for the
the top third basemen in the game. He might make a few
suddenly have transformed the If the Jets figured nothing Little and rookie Scott Palmer
an
184 record, the same mark edge Milwaukee. Harmon Kille- first six innings and 'Ron
mistakes but his bat undoubtedly makes up for that. It's a shame
Jets from title contesters into more could happen to them are the backup men.
Jim
Palmer has. Dave McNal- brew hit his 512th career homer Perranoski picked up his first
Torre
is
after
that,
they
were
better.
wrong.
Torre
home
rims
with half of the
that Stargell's a
possible also-r., Finnie's switch
back
to
ly,
who
goes for No. 20 tonight in the first inning for the save in a Detroit uniform.
good
ballplayer, true, but Joe Torre is better. Torre with half of
The first serious incident Only - bro - and a half weeks iefense has caused a .shuffling
at
Detroit, is 19-4 and Mike
which befell the club was the before the end of training, of positions on the offensive the home runs that Stargell has hit, leads the Pirate slugger in the
abrupt retirement of wide defensive tackle Steve Thomp- Line. Winston Hill, an all-league RBI race by six or seven RBI's. That fact points only to the timely Cuellar is 18-9.
Dobson, who was picked up
receiver George Sauer last son announced his retirement, left tackle, is being moved to and consistent hitting of Torre. And Stargell isn't hitting in the
winter. Sauer, only 27, quit saying that he had "gotten a right tackle and Bob Svihus, .360's either. But when you are with a winner, then you are from San Diego in a winter
because he found football to be call from the Lord" to do acquired from Oakland, proba- always noticed. Reminds of you Mickey Lolich and Vida Blue trade, got off to a 2-3 start but
has come on to be a consistent
doesn't it? Poor Mickey.
dehumanizing and while many something else with his life.
bly will start at left tackle.
Probably the best trade by the Cardinals in years was the pitcher. "With the start I had,
3bservers felt he would return Thompson's retirement left the
With Namath out the quarterThe seventh annual mans inter- Harris.
when training camp opened, he Jets with only half of their back situation would seem to be acquisition of Mateo Rojas Alou. Alou is a consistent. .300 hitter It's a miracle I have a chance
iefensive
and always manages to pick up his 200 hits over the course of the to win 20 games," he said. He club golf tournament starts,
front
four
from
a
stuck to his word, leaving the
1:50—Bob
the most muddled, but Al
Brown,
Karl
season. Alou is one of the feastnen in baseball with the bat control won 12 straight in nne stretch Saturday, September 18, at the
Jets without one of the top year ago.
Hussung, Bill Read, Tommie
Woodall developed into a fairly
With four key players missing
to lay down a perfect bunt with two strikes on him. Alou proved in mid-season to glEt him in Calloway Country Club and ends
receivers in football.
Goodwin.
capable replacement last year
his versatility by making the switch from the outfield to first base. contention.
Incident No. 2 also occurred Yom the starting unit, the
Sunday at the Oaks Country Club.,
when forced into a starting
Number Ten Tee
Oriole
manager
Earl
Weaver
Then there's this guy named Brock who usually manages a
before the opening of training werall picture does not appear
Listed below are the starting
situation due to Namath's
be too rosy. It will be up to
fantastic season year after year. True, Brock has his faults in the is still acting like the Orioles times for both Saturday and
amp and involved former allbroken wrist.
12:00—Bob Burke, Buddy
are in a pennant race even Sunday play.
field but his speed overcomes that handicap.
league defensive end Valor' the kids again, like it was last
The Jets' real strength is
Buckingham, John Paulk, Larry
though
they
have
an
8
/
1
2
game
year
when
the
Jets were beset
Remember in July when the Cardinals had the horrible losing
Biggs. Biggs, who played all
depth and the position where it
Philpot.
tag season without a contract, with injuries, to salvage any- is most evident is at running streak? A kid by the name of Jose Cruz turned several Cardinal lead over Detroit. -The Tigers
Number One Tee
12:10—Kay Mood*, John
losses into victories and got the ball rolling again for the late are still in it and they can give
apparently had come to terms thing of the season.
12:00—Roy,
Cothran, John Watson, Vernon Cahoon,
back. Matt Snell returns after
Tommy
us
trouble,"
he
says
as
his
club
season surge. Cruz, right now, is as good as a defensive man as
White, Jim White, Dennis Carroll.
missing a major portion of last
Curt Flood was in his years with the Redbirds. I saw Jose make a prepares for a four-game series Clymer.
year with a ruptured achilles
12:20—Don Robinson, Al
figure we have to
couple of unbelievable catches a few weeks ago at Busch Stadium at Detroit,
12:10—Bill Seale, Jerry Upton, Lindsey,
tendon and joining him in the
Bob Hibbard, Jimmy
when the Redbirds were playing the Braves. Cruz wW be good for win three of four."
Yancy Watkins, Tim Miller.
backfield are solid runners like
Sullivan.
Actually, the only question
20 homers too plus 700r 75 RBI's next season.
12:20—Walley Ford, Jerry
Emerson Boozer, George Nock
12:30—Buddy Spann, Nicks,
The real surprise of the Cardinals this season is a kid that concerning the Orioles is the Hopkins, Ted Lawson, Charlie
and rookie John Ftiggins. Nock
Ryan, John McCage, Toromfe
makes Cardinal fans ask "Johnny Who?" when the discussion name of the starter Weaver is McCuiston.
really developed last season
Latimer.
going to select to go against
12:30—Boody Russell, Matt 12:40—Jam
Anyone interested in the lessons when Boozer was hurt and comes around to catcher. Ted Simmons, a svritchitter for the
es Payne, Dub
Vida
Blue
in
the
first
Barry PoLston, Director of the
game
of
Cardinals,
promises
to
be
one
of
the
stars
of
Sparkman,
the
game
Stumpy
barring any
Rayburn, Sal Polly, Macon
call Chuck Cooper at 767-2450
gained over 400 yards and
Blankenship,
Murray Park and Recreation
unforseen tragedies over the next few seasons. Simmons has the American League playoffs Matarazzo.
Riggins looks like one of the top
Chester Thomas.
on Oct. 2.
Program, has announced the fall
been hitting at a .300 clip all season
12:50--Charles Caldwell, Max 12:50--L.
A grooming class will be of- rookies in the league.
K. Pinkley, Heron
schedule of events.
Then there's Sizemore and Maxville. Sizemore is good for .270
But Weaver is still playing it Walker, Thomas Jones, Darrell West, John Irvan, Dr.
fered this fall and winter. The
Woodfin
Beginning Tuesday will be a class will provide instruction in The offensive line, if Hill can and is one of the better fielding second baseman in the game cagey. "I don't know. I haven't Dowdy.
Hutson.
women's exercise class to be ettiquete, dress, posture etc. 'Fhe adjust to the right side, is one today. But poor Charles Dalian Marlon. Everybody runs him told my coaches or the
1:00—J.
P.
Parker,
Buddy
of the league's best and the
1:00—Jiggs Lassiter, Graves
conducted at Carter Elementary instructor is Donna Kirkland.
down because he's only a .220 hitter But few people know that pitchers. I don't think I've told Hewitt, Jeff Foote.
defensive secondary, young and
Morris, James Lassiter, Bobby
School. Donna Kirkland will be
Maxy has played most of the games this season with his ribs taped
1:10—Joe Emerson, Mitchell Fike.
myself."
inexperienced at the corners in
heavy bandages. And Mary is a shortstop deluxe when it
instructor for the course. A
In the other games, Detroit Story, James Ward, T. C. Collie.
last
year,
should
be
vastly
weekly work out routine will be
comes to covering ground. Don't let people kid you, the Cardinals nipped Washington 3-1, Califor1:20—Jim Neale, Fred Pogue,
basketball
A
recreation
outlined and progress will be pminiun will also be conducted improved.
will keep hlaxvW for as long as Mazy wants to stay. Then there's nia nipped Kansas City 2-1, Delmer Brewer, Hillard Rogers. 1:10—Joe Rerroat, Richard
However,
one
facet
of
the
Knight, Jack Shell, Steve Sanrecorded on each student. The by the Park & Recreation
poor Joe Hague. Hague has been platooned half of the season and
Boston routed Cleveland 10-7 1:30—Rudell Parks,
Don ders.
Jets' game which might not be
dins will last an hour and a half. Department. The clinic will be
still has managed 14 or 15 homers. Plus there's youngsters like
Grogan,
Jim
and
Minnesota
edged
MilwaukBryan,
Paul
as good as it has been in the
1:20—Louis Ryan, Red Howe,
Ragsdale.
held each Saturday from 10 a.m. past is the field goal kicking. Melandez, Rico and Roque who will be seeing quite a bit of action
ee 7-3.
Wayne Doran, M. C. Ellis.
in
the
next
few
years.
In the National League, 1:40—Ken Adams, James 1:30—Ted
until noon. Instructors are MSU
Billington, M. C.
The Park & Recreation stars Les Taylor, Will Lutter and The Jets traded ace kicker Jim
Then there is poor old Bob Gibson. Washed up,everybody says.
Chicago nipped New York 1-0, Washer, Norman Lane, Marvin Garrott, Bob
Denver
for
Bobby
Turner
to
Billington, Virgil
Department is now conducing a
There's quite a few pitchers who probably wish they were as
Starks. A camperaft Hovrfield, who is better at
Harris.
swimming program for the Marcellus
'washed up" as Bullet Bob. When the Cardinals started the long
program is also scheduled for kicking off than Turner but not
1:40—Dick Orr, Ronnie Hudhandicapped.
The program,
losing streak, they were without the services of Gibson. Then
this
fall. Anyone interested in as accurate on field goals.
son, Jack White.
which will extend throughout the
came the classic nohitter. But still the cynics laughed. Gibson's a
programs should
1:50—Clyde Adkins, W A
school year, is being held at the any of these
NEW YORK (UPI) —Stan proud man and if he thought for ,me second that he was finished,
753-7640.
Franklin, Howard Koenen, Ry
University Swimming Pool. contact Barry Polston at
Smith of Pasadena, Calif., and then he wouldn't ever be out on the mound.
Starks.
Instructors are Mike Free and
Billie Jean King of Long Beach, Remember that unforgettable pennant ream in 19647 The
Chris Witherspoon.
Cardinals
increased
their
leads
in
were
Calif.,
playing
the
Mets
in
St.
Louis
to
wrap
the
the
park
season
The public is invited to
DALLAS (UPI) —Controver- reports, including one that he
Saturday to watch match play in the $250,000 Pepsi grand prix of up. Gibson pitched on Friday night and lost 14 to the then lowly
sial running
back
Duane had declined to undergo specific
tennis. Paducah Recreation will tennis standings by winning the Meta. Then on Saturday the Cardinals lost 15-5. Come Sunday,
Lisa Horn will be the instructor take on Murray in the battle of US. Open singles titles.
the day of decesion, there was Bob Gibson out on the mound.
Thomas, who criticized Dallas physical examinations. Garrett
for a modern dance program to the netmen beginning at 9 a m
Smith picked up 40 points for Pitching with one day's rest. Gibby beat the Mets and the CarCowboys' management and was returned to the Patriots
be conducted
at
Carter The semifinals of the Women's the Forest Hills triumph for a dinals won the pennant and then went on to beat the Yankees in
then disappeared into retire- and the deal was nullified,
Elementary School Tap dance Irivatational Softball Tour- 167 total, 45 more
than the series. Remember in '68 when Gibson set down the National
ment, has asked the club to although Schramrn said at the
and ballet will be taught.
reinstate him.
nament will be held Saturday Romania's the Nastase, whom League with a 1.12 ERA? That's been only three seasons ago.
time there had been no strings The Murray Park and
The Cowboys Thursday said attached to the trade and that
afternoon and the finals will be on he probably will meet in next Washed up? Not on your life. He'd have 20 wins at this very
Recreation Department will be
moment
if it weren't from the injury.
month's Davis Cup Challenge
they would accept back their the Cowboys legally were
Sunday afternoon.
sponsoring a tennis match betThere will be a golf instruction
Round. Mrs. King widened her Hang in there Joe Torre. You'll get your chance for the MVP
former rookie sensation, but entitled to keep him.
ween the Murray netmen and the
program Tuesday evenings from
lead in the women's standings award next year.
only if he passed the team
netters from the Paducah
7 pin. until 9 p.m. at the park.
to
45
points
with
her
151
total
physical and received clearance Thomas again became the
The Park & Recreation
Recreation Department.
Gary Hohman will be providing Department will be opening
from National Football League property of the Cowboys but
In The NF1
the instruction.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle.
Douglas
Gymnasium
on
refused to talk with club
The match will pair off the top
-We have always said the officials until Thursday when he
November 1.
Activities will
four players from Murray and
door would be opened wher appeared at Schramm's office.
include basketball, volleyball,
the top four players from
Duane fulfilled the necessary
ping pong, shuffleboard an
Paducah. A "traveling" troph:
There will be two sessions of dancing. Any men's basketba
requirements on reporting,' Schramm said Thomas said
will be presented to the winner to
tennis instruction at the park. teams interested in forming som
team President Tex Schramm
was reporting and that he keep until next year's matches.
The afternoon class will be taught type of schedule should conta
said, "and was prepared to wanted to be taken off the
by Donna Kirkland and the the Park Department.
will have to do without the its discouraging championship rejoin the team and contribute retired list.
By MARTIN LADER
The matches will begin at 9
evening classes will be taught by
Donations will be apprecia
UPI Sports Writer
mouth and some of the muscle record, goes into the season to winning the Super Bowl."
If Thomas is reinstated by a.m. Competition will consit of
Chuck and Bernie Cooper.
for the restoration of the gym.
Once again, the
Dallas that carried them to their without a No. 1 quarterback. Schramm, whom Thomas Rozelle, the former star proba- four single matches and two
called a "dishonest man" bly will find himself again
Cowboys are proving they can tremendous upset victory.
Coach Tom Landry has said
doubles.
a
bitter
offseason running No. 2 halfback behind
win football games along with
Quarterback Joe Namath, that he intends to give a lot of during
the best of them. But if they who brought ridicule upon playing time to both Craig contract dispute, said if Tho- Hill. Hill just came through his Representing Murray will be
are to avoid another frustrating himself by declaring loudly that Morton and Roger Staubach, mas passes the physical he best training camp and preChuck Cooper, Ron Underwood.
climax
to their renewed dreams the Jets, who were more than although Morton might have to could begin practicing with the season since 1969 when he was Stan Outland and Howie CritMaior League Standings
National League
club
again
on
Tuesday.
That
Year.
the
of
glory,
they
will
have
two
of
to
touchdown
Rookie
NFL
voted
Buffalo
By United Press International
way
against
underdogs, go all the
East
tenden.
American League
w. I. pct. gls!demonstrate a better sense of would beat the Colts in the because
of an injury to physical began late Thursday
East
Pittsburgh
92 59 609 •-• selectee winning.
night
and
was
resumed
today.
Super Bowl, required knee Staubach.
w. I. pct. gb St Louis
82 68 547 9/
1
2
Baltimore
110 54 .625 ... New York
A new National Football surgery following New York's "We're going to use a two- Rozelle notified the Cowboys
77 73 513 141
/
2
Detroit
115 65 .564 111/4 Chicago
77 73 513 141
/
2 League season, the 52nd in first exhibition game this quarterback system," Landry further action on Thonuis would
Boston
78 73 517 1Sos Montreal
66 82 446 24/
1
2
this siunrner and will be out of said. "Who starts each game is be dependent upon a review of
1
2 Philadelphia
.7.5. 74 .so3 17/
New York
61 89 407 301/9 history, gets underway
Washington
5* 87 .400 32/
1
2
weekend and the Cowboys, who action at least half the season. not significant. I won't hesitate physical examination.
57 90 388 34%
Cleveland
West
turned in the only perfect
Baltimore is favored by 4b2 to change quarterbacks at any Thomas, a No. 1 draft choice
West
w. I pct. gb
from West Texas State a year
w. I. pct. Oh San Francisco $3 '67
record in pre-season play, open points.
time —.during a game, during
553
94 54 .635 ... Los Angeles
a Oakland
ago, was the top ball carrier in
on
82 68 547 1
Sunday
as
13-point
favorites
anytime."
week,
NFL
the
other
openers
In the
on
79 69 .5341 15
Kansas City
Atlanta
77 74 510 6'? at Buffalo. Dallas won all six of
the
Cowboys' late season drive
70 79 .470 24/
1
2 Houston
that
he
wasn't
California
said
Landry
y, the Cincinnati Bengals,
73 77 487 10
69 79 .464 25
to the Super Bowl. He gained
Chicago
its 'exhibition games, but even
Cincinnati
74 70 487 10
favor
of
this
in
particularly
games
With
of
five
ers
fine
68 78 466 25
Minnesota
San Diego
57 93 .380 26
those six successes don't come ie in six pre-season outings, sytem, but added, "there's just 803 yards rushing after taking
64 84 132 30
Milwaukee
Division
anywhere close to erasing a e favored by 9/
much
difference the starting spot from injured
1
2 points at not that
Thursday's Results
Thursday's Results
Calvin Hill about mid-season.
single loss --the one to the me over Philadelphia. Kansas between them right now"
Chicago 1 New York 0
Detroit 3 Washington 1
tl 4 Nous 3, night
Baltimore Colts in the Super ty is picked by four points at
also may revert to But he became embroiled in
Bos 10 Cleve 7. rught
Baltimore
Mtl 6 Philo 2, night
a bitter controversy with the
Minn 7 Milw 3, night
Bowl last January.
Diego, Oakland is the a two-quarterback system now
Pitt 6 St L 1, night
Cal 2 KC 1, night
club
over demands that his
This
has
been
the
story
of
the
night
LA
1,
San
Diego
4
veteran
Johnny
Unitas,
oice by 14 points at New that the
sal 6 NY 2, night
(only games scheduled)
Cowboys ever
since
they England, San Francisco is 5,-4 who ruptured an achilles tendon original three-year contract be
(only games scheduled)
reached prominence in the mid- over the Falcons at Atlanta, playing handball during the rewritten for more money in
Today's Probable Pitchers
1960's. They lost the NFL Mama is picked by 344 points winter, is ready to return to light of his successful rookie
at
(Blue
23-8)
(swans
Today's Prellfahle Pitchers
campaign. He never did report
Milwaukee (Patlin 13-14), night.
Atlanta (Stone 6-7) at Los championship game to Green
at Denver, Los Angeles is 12 action. Until his timing is
10 11) at Angeles .(0Steen 13-10), night.
California (May
to training camp and at one
both
1966
and
in
1967
and
Bay
Earl
though,
Morrall
perfected.
10
10).
night.
Saints
(Johnson
at
the
New
at
over
Chicago
St. Louis (Gibson 15-12)
Baltimore (McNally 19 4 and Montreal (Morton 10-15), night. the Eastern Division champion- Orleans, St. Louis is the choice probably will do most of the time held a news conference in
Detroit
at
Leonhard
2 2)
2-1)
of ship game to Cleveland in both
which he labeled coach Tom
Chicago (Decker
by eight points over visiting throwing for the Colts.
(Scherman 1016 and Kilkenny PhiJadelphia (Reynolds 4.7),
Landry a "plastic
man,"
1968 and 1969 before their Washington, Chicago is picked
4 5 or Gooretn 2 1), 7, twirtight. night.
Al Woodall replaces Namath
Schramm a "demented and
Kansas City (Hedlund 14.7) at
New YOrk (Gentry 11-10) at disheartening 16-13 loss to by four points at home
starting
quarterback
for
the
over as
Minnesota (Perry 16 15), night. Pittsburgh wiles 7.3), night.
dishonest man," and Vice
Pittsburgh, the Packers are the Jets.
Cincinnati (Simpson 4-6) at Baltimore last year.
Boston (Culp 14 15) at Wash
President Gil Brandt a "liar."
nigh.
5),
4
(GOgolewski
meantime,
come
The
Colts,
Houston -(Wilson 158). night.
ington
the
Giants
at
over
seven
Green
and San Diego. (Arlin 9.16) at San
25
(Paul
Cleveland
Thomas demanded to be
lackluster
3-4
exhibition
off
a
Cleveland
is
York
and
4,
02
Bay
points
Francisco (Marichal
14 11),
McDowell 17-14) at New
ATLANTI('
CITY,
traded
N.J.
and the Cowboys com(UPI)
defense
of
their
record
to
begin
13
Bahnsen
night
.Peterson 13 12 and
at home over Houston
Apprentice jockey Vince plied,- sending him to the New
Super Bowl crown against the In Monday night's nationally
10), 2, twi night
Sponsored by
New York Jets in Sunday's televised game at Detroit, Bracciale Jr booted home four England Patriots for running
Saturday's Games
Saturday's Games
St Louis at Montreal
nationally televised game. This Minnesota is the choice by 2)-1 winners Thursday at Atlantic back Carl Garrett and a No. 1
Kan City at Minn
Ch,rago at Philadelphia
City as he scored with Halter draft choice
Cleve at New York
contest at Baltimore brings points over the Lions
New York at Pittsburgh
Cal at Chicago
1$24.001, (;ogethedoe Rut the deal was voided when
Cincinnati at Houston
together the two rivals of the
never seems to Poise
which.
Dallas,
Balt, at Detroit
Atlanta at Los Angeles
$3.80), Prom Ross ($940) and Thotnas walked out of the
Phone 489-2414
Jets
but
the
Oak „at Mil, night
Bowl,
,
Super
1969
try
again despite
lose its will to
Sall Diego at San Fran
Patriots camp amid varied
Bos at Wash. night
Ihyti $560(
fpsar

Inter-Club Tournament
Set To Start Saturday

Fall Schedule Announced
For City Park Programs

Thomas Goes Back
To Dallas Cowboys

Tennis Match Set
For Saturday, 9 a.m.

Cowboys Open As 13-Point
Favorites Over Bills Sunday

Standings

The Public Is Invited
To Hear FREE

CARL F.S.S.
GOLDSMITH
Chief
Barkley Field

Topic: Aviation
on

Weather

Monday,
September 20, 1971
at 7:00 p.m.

in the MSU Applied Science Building
Room S101

The Murray Flying Service
or-

4

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSIT
Peay State University In Clarksvill
Hicks,Gene Web,Sonny Fennell, 1
Bauman,John Balbach, Gregg Ful

Sports Parade

Cincinnati I
Go All The
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
YORK (UPI)—You
never met anybody
more
enthusiastic in all your life than
the late Charlie Dressen.
It didn't matter what he was
aping, whether it was playing
pro football, which he once did,
playing baseball, managing a
ball club or whipping up a big
pot of chili for everybOdy,
ething he also liked to do,
t. lie always would go at it
th all his heart.
„There were times he'd get so
enthusiastic while managing,
and talk about his club's
chances so much, that some
people would say "if Dressen
doesn't watch out he's gonna
finish five games ahead of his
Players."
I liked Charlie, and knowingly
or not maybe I was influenced
by him last year. I became a
little too enthusiastic.
First, I picked the Cincinnati
Bengals to win their division,
Fine. Then I say they'd ..go to
the Super Bowl and win there.
I'm still waiting
Now it's time for this year's
choices. Ready? Okay.
The Cincinnati Bengals all the
way.
Yup, I'm going with them
again.
Why?
Well, for one thing the coach,
and for another his players.
Paul Brown showed he could

Great Brital
Lead In Ryi
By ED SAINSBURY
UPI Sports Writer
ST. 1130U1S, Mo. (UPI) —Nonplaying captain Jay Hebert
tried to pair "two guys who can
put the ball on the green" for
against
today's competition
Great Britain's charging Ryder
Cup team, holding a 4 1-2 to 3
1-2 edge over the Americans
after the first day of play.
Except for Arnold Palmer
and Gardner Dickinson, who
won two matches, the U.S. golf
stars might have been farther
behind, and Britain's Captain
Eric Brown said he was
"overjoyed" anyhow because
"this is the first time we've
been in the lead after the first
day on American soil.
Hebert, whose players lost
three of four matches in the
morning and then rallied to win
two and halve another of four
in the afternoon, declared the'
weather favored the British.
There was overnight rain and
low temperatures, in the 60's,
throughout the day.
"It was difficult for my boys
to play under those conditions,"
Hebert said. "If I'd known it
was going to be wet, I'd have
paired my long hitters together.
Foursomes require more playing together. Four ball needs
two guys who can put the ball
on the green, and then you've
got two putts at the hole."
The British lead was exactly
the same as they held in 1989
after the first round at Royal
Berkdale in England, when the
Americans managed to tie after
two days of play before "Great
Britain came from behind in
the final-day singles matches
for 'the only deadlock in the
series, 16-16. The U.S. team has
won 14 matches, Great .Britain
3. In foursome, players on
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lititemainS One Game Behind Giants, Both Lose

By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
Walter Alston may be the
senior manager in the major
leagues but he's learning one
thing fast from Charlie Fox—
it's called singing the blues.
The National League's Western Division race remained a
stalemate Thursday as the
Cincinnati Reds upended the
first-place San Francisco Giants
8-1 and the San Diego Padres
Angeles
Los
the
stopped
Dodgers 4-1. The Giants hold a
one-game lead with each team
having 12 games left.
Fox, who watched his Giants
fall to their fourth straight loss
and llth in the last 12 games,
has been singing songs of woe
late, a far cry from early this
season when the Giants threatened to make a mockery of the
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY'S cross country team will open its season Saturday at Austin
Western race. And now Alston
Peay State University in Clarksville, Tenn. Team members are,front row, left to right: Manager Al
seems to have leareed the song,
Hicks,Gene Weis, Sonny Fennell, Ed Coutu, Dennis Stunt and Coach Bill Cornell. Second row, Mark
too.
Bauman, John Balbach,Gregg Fullerton, Jim Krejl and Steve Fleenor.
"I've tried everything I know
to snap them out of it," said
Fox, referring to the Giants'
Sports Parade
hitting slump. "I don't know
what else I can do to help. If
anyone has any ideas or
theories, I'll gladly listen. You
have to have the best pitching
in the world to win with our
hitting and our pitching hasn't
been all that good. I'll just have
St.
Louis
By MILTON RICHMAN
lead his club to a division title Washington
to go along with what we have
UPI Sports Writer
even after losing his quarter- Philadelphia
and hope for something good to
NEW
YORK (UPI)—You back, Greg Cook, last year.
happen."
paver met anybody
more Suppose the Bengals should lose New York
The words were different but
NFC
Central
.gpthusiastic in all your life than Virgil Carter this time? They'll
Alston's
tune was the same.
Minnesota
the Late Charlie Dressen.
with
Ken
be okay
still
"Anytime you lose you look
Green
Bay
,_It didn't matter what he was Anderson,- the rookie backup
sluggish," he said as the lastChicago
whether it was playing man.
place Padres bumped his
New
York
Pro football, which he once did, If! had to pick a darkhorse it
Dodgers for the second straight
Central
NFC
playing baseball, managing a would be the Pittsburgh Steenight. "There's not much you
boll club or whipping up a big lers but since they're in the Minnesota
can do if you can't get guys on
Green
Bay
pot of chili for everybody, same AFC Central Division as
base and then if you get guys
something he also liked to do, the Bengals, I cah't see them Chicago
on base, they can't slide into
Detroit
Charlie always would go at it any better than second.
home unless somebody hits
NFC West
With all his heart.
them in. I think we've had
Terry Bradshaw is going to Atlanta
There were times he'd get so
some of this coming. We didn't
come on to become one of the San Francisco
enthusiastic while managing,
do a lot to help ourselves the
top quarterbacks in the NFL, Los Angeles
and talk about his club's
last two nights."
and now that his young New Orleans
chances so much, that some
receivers, have more seasoning, Anyway, a brand new ball Dodger hitters left nine men
people would say "if Dressen
watch how many times the game and a brand new season on base in each loss and
doesn't watch out he's gonna
Steelers win ball games nobody comes up Sunday and the one produced only one run in each
finish five games ahead of his
thought they would.
thing you know is that all the game.
players."
Ross
Grimsley
I line 'em all up this way: games won't go the way you Rookie
I liked Charlie, and knowingly
stopped San Francisco on three
AFC East
figure.
Here's
the
way
I
figure:
or not maybe I was influenced
Miami
Atlanta over San Francisco — hits and former Giant George
by him last year. I became a
New York
The
Dutchman has a theory: Foster smashed a grand slam
little too enthusiastic.
Baltimore
show
'em who's boss right homer in the five-run eighth to
you
First, I picked the Cincinnati
break the game open. Lee May
New England
off.
Bengals to win their division,
had four hits and Pete Rose
buffalo
Dallas
over
Buffalo
—The
Fine. Then I say they'd .go to
Atm.' Central
cowboys were 6-0 pre-season added three for the Reds.
the Super Bowl and win there.
Cincinnati
and have always had good early Nate Colbert, Larry Stahl anti
I'm still waiting.
John Jeter hit home runs to
football.
Now it's time for this year's Pittsburgh
back Fred Norman's sevenCleveland
Cincinnati
over
Philadelphia
choices. Ready? Okay.
hitter in the Padres' victory. It
Houston
—This
is
the
Eagles'
first
ever
The Cincinnati Bengals all the
AFC West
get-together with Cincy and was only the third victory in 15
way.
although they've looked good so decisions for Norman, a former
Yup, I'm going with them Kansas City
Oakland
far, they don't look good enough Dodger.
again.
San Diego
Padres, who seem
to beat the Bengals right now. The
Why?
Denver
New York Jets over Balti- determined to be the deciding
Well, for one thing the coach,
NYC East
more —Do you get the feeling factor in the race, try to work
and for another his players.
Dallas
this isn't the Super Bowl their magic spell against the
Paul Brown showed he could
Giants tonight. Steve Arlin will
champs' year? I do.
Kansas City over San Diego pitch for San Diego against
—Give me Dawson, Podolak Juan Marichal, who hasn't won
and that KC defense, and you since Aug. 29.
The Dodgers are scheduled try
can have the other team.
Claude
Atlanta
with
Oakland over New England — face
Lefty Ken Stabler has a little Osteen, idled all week with the
flu, set to face the Braves'
each team hit alternate shots, more help than Jim Plunkett.
By ED SAINSBURY
George Stone.
Miami
over
Denver
—
while in four ball each player
UPI Sports Writer
Dolphins are able to move the "We can't depend on anyone
the
low
shoots
his
own
ball
with
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI) —Nonball either way, in the air with to help us," said Fox. "If we
playing captain Jay Hebert ball winning the hole for a
Griese-Warfield,
or on the win this thing, it'll be because
tried to pair "two guys who can team.
we played better ball than the
ground with C,sonka-Kiick.
put the ball on the green" for Palmer and Dickinson, the
Dodgers in t.h final two weeks."
Los
Angeles
over
New
American
standouts
on
the
first
against
today's competition
Orleans —The Rams could beat
Great Britain's charging Ryder day with their double victories
the Saints on ice so it doesn't
Cup team, holding a 4 1-2 to 3 over Peter Townsend and Peter
really matter that aid one will
1-2 edge over the Americans Osterhuis, 2 up and 1 up, get
at
another look
Townsend, be played in 'rulane Stadium,
after the first day of play.
which now has artificial turf.
Except for Arnold Palmer paired with Bernard Gallagher
St. Louis over Washington —I By United Press international
for
one
four-ball
match.
Dickinson,
who
and Gardner
Leading Batters
like the- Cards' defense. JurLee
Trevino
and
Mason
National League
won two matches, the U.S. golf
gensen
could
crack
it
g ab r. h. pct.
but
he
stars might have been farther Rudolph, held even by Tony
150 590 87 21/ .363
Trre, St L
won't be playing.
Jacklin
and
Brian
Huggett
Captain
and
Britain's
behind,
131 530 80 181 .342
Bckt, Chi
Pittsburgh over Chicago — Clmte, Pit
125 500 80 169 .338
Eric Brown said he was when Jacklin holed a 50-foot
144 597 96 199 .333
Two years ago the Steelers won Garr, Atl
"overjoyed" anyhow because putt on the last gree Thursday,
127 471 60 153 .325
Jones, NY
their opener and never won Am,
131 464 90 151 .325
Atl
"this is the first time we've will play Christy O'Connor and
another game. This is a Brck, St.L
145 587 118 188 .320
been in the lead after the first Brian Barnes.
Pit
131
506 57 162 .310
Sngln,
Frank Beard and J.C. Snead different year.
day on American soil.
Staub, Mtl
149 547 88 171 .313
Green
Bay
over
New
York
140 573 77 179 712
Alou, St.L
Hebert, whose players lost will meet Neil Coles and John
Giants —Giants have only two
three of four matches in the Garner of Great Britain, and
American League
minor weaknesses that I can see.
g ab r. h pct.
morning and then rallied to win Jack Nicklaus and Gene Littler
No offense and no defense.
Olva, Min
124 485 73 164 338
two and halve another of four of the U.S. play Townsend and
138 /98 88 162 325
Cleveland over Houston — Mrcr, NY
Rtmd, Bal
129 440 77 139 316
in the afternoon, declared ,the Harry Bannerman in the final
Oilers have looked stronger Crw, Min
137
541 84 165 305
pairing.
weather favored the British.
Otis, KC
139 526 76 160 304
Hebert left Billy Casper and than the Browns up to now but Tyr, Min
There was overnight rain and
144 603 89 181 300
Nelsen is about due for a good May, Chi
129 462 59 136 294
low temperatures, in the 60's, Miller Barber, who lost twice
day.
Uhldr, rie
129 447 47 -930 291
off
today's
roster.
Thursday,
throughout the day.
Hrtn,
Det
115 436 62 127 291
Monday
Rchdt, Chi
128 461 50 133 289
"It was difficult for my boys Casper-Barber were beaten 2-1
Minnesota
over
Detroit
—I
Nome Runs
to play under those conditions," in the afternoon.
Star- gel!,
National
League:
wonder
who
Alex Karras likes
Hebert said. "If I'd known it Brown left Maurice Bern- in
Pitt 45; H. Aaron, Atl 44, May,
this
one.
Cin
37;
Williams, Atl and
was going to be wet, I'd have bridge and Peter Butler out of
Johnson, Phil 32.
paired my long hitters together. today's play despite a 1-up GOLF MATCE CANCELED
American
L
Chi and Cash, Det 30;
Foursomes require more play- victory Thursday over Charles ST.
ANDREWS, Scotland Oak
29;
Smith,
ing together. Four ball needs Coody and Beard in the (UPI) —The world senior team Robinson, Balt 26 Bos 27
two guys who can put the bfill morning. Bembridge-Butler lost championship scheduled for
Runs Batted In
on the green, and then you've to Nicklaus and J.C. Snead 4-3 Kawana, Japan, next month
National League: Torre 1 L
in the afternoon. Nicklaus was has been cancelled, it was 128; Stargell, Pitt 120 H
got two putts at the hole."
Ph il
mtidrontionA
Montane'.
dtsi 11F
s 3; 9M
3.
The British lead was exactly a loser in the morning, though, announced Thursday by the A
with
Dave
when
playing
for
the same as they held in 1969
American League: Killehrew,
Royal and Ancient Golf Club.
F.
after the first round at Royal Stockton he was beaten 3-2 by "One of the purposes of the Minn 111; Bando, Oak 90 Det
Robinson,
Bait 89; Cash
Berkdale in England, when the Jacklin and Huggett, also out of senior team championships is 87; B. Robinson, Bait, Sr' th,
Americans managed to tie after today's pairings.
to foster goodwill among the Bos and Murcer. NY 86
two days of play before - Great Palmer, already the winnin- peoples of the world," the club
Pitching
Britain came from behind in gest player ever in Ryder Cup said. "The Japan Golf Associa- National League: Jenkns,
Chi
21 13';
Ellis, Pitt
it 7,
the final-day singles matches play, scored his 17th and 18th tion, however, believes that Downing,
LA 18 8; Seaver. NY
for 'the only deadlock in the victories, while Dickinson, nev- purpose cannot be fulfilled this and Carlton, St.L 18 9.
series, 16-16. The U.S. team has er beaten in cup competition, year because of the world American League: Lolich,
Del 24-11;
Blue, Oak 238;
his 6th
and
7th
won 14 matches, Great -Britain earned
monetary problems and the Hunter, Oak 20 11: Wood, Chi
triumphs.
3. In foursome, players on
economic situation in Japan." 10 12; McNally, Salt 19-4
,

dike Fiore drove
map a 84 tie in
pace Boston past
Ade Rick Miller
runs with a pair
ng a homer for
Rico Petrocelli
id also homered

ingled in the tie) the fifth inning
sat Washington
her Les Cain
hit ball for the
ings and Ron
ked up his first
reit uniform.

ent
lay
Brown,
Karl
Read, Tommie

r Tea Tee

Burke, Buddy
ihn Patllk, Larry
Moody, John
Cohoon, Tommy
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Hibbard, Jimmy
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cCage, Tommie

; Payne, Dub
Blankenship,
1.
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in, Dr. Woodfin
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Lassiter, Bobby

itroat, Richard
iell, Steve San-
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lington, M. C.
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r, Ronnie Hud-
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Koenen, Ry

itch Set
9 a.m.

y Park and
artment will be
nnis match bet, netmen and the
the Paducah
irtment.

I pair off the top
xn Murray and
players from
raveling" tropte
Ito the winner to
year's matches

will begin at 9
on will consit of
itches and two

Murray will be
Ron Underwood.
ind Howie Crit-
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!ther
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Cincinnati Bengals Picked To
Go All The Way In Pro Battle

Great Britain Takes
Lead In Ryder Cup

Eslewhere in the NL, Pit- second straight night to give
tsburgh downed St. Louis 6-1, Pittsburgh the victory and help Jose Cruz' error allowed two
Chicago edged New York 1-0, the Pirates reduce their magic more to score the following
Montreal beat Philadelphia 6-2 number for
clinching
the inning.
and Atlanta nipped Houston 4-3. Eastern title to three.
Juan Pizarro hit his first
In American League action, Hernandez pitched 2 2-3 homer of the season for the
Detroit topped Washington 3-1, innings of hitless tiff.L.:
game's only run and stopped
Baltimore defeated New York preserve Luke Walker's victory. the Mets on six hits to boost
6-2, California edged Kansas He entered the game with one the Cubs to victory. Pizarro
City 2-1, Boston outlasted out and the bases loaded in the homered off Tom Seaver in the
Cleveland 10-7 and Minnesota seventh and baffled the Cardin- eighth and pitched out of a lam
downed Milwaukee 7-3.
als the rest of the way. Gene in the bottom of the inning to gain
Ramon Hernandez, a St. Clines' single and Roberto his seventh victory in 12
Louis castoff, stopped the Clemente's sacrifice fly drove Jecisions.
Cardinals in relief for the in two runs in the third and
Ron Hunt drove in two runs

with a single and a sacrifice fly
to back Steve Renko's five-hit
pitching and lead the Expos
over Philadelphia. Renko, now
15-14, gave up homers to Deron
Johnson and Willie Montanez.
Pat Jarvis continued his
mastery of Houston as be
pitched four scoreless innings in
relief to gain the victory in
Atlanta's triumph over the
Astros. Jarvis, 16-2 lifetime
against Houston, now is 4-0
against the Astros this season.

BS A

INLAC-TVOS
WHERE THE GOOD
TIMES ARE
THIS WEEKEND
TO TELL THE TRUTH
NEW TIME, 6:30 PM
HOSTED BY GARRY MOORE,
WITH BILL CULLEN PEGGY
CASS ORSON BEAN AND
KITTY CARLISLE
WUC-TV
MIDAS

THE CHICAGO TEDDY BURS
my/Allow, 7:00 PM
NOSIALGIA IS IN SO IS
LAUGHTER IN THIS FABLE
ABOUT CHICAGO IN THE
ROARING 20S. DEAN JONES
STARS WITH ART METRANO
AND JOHN BANNER'
WLAC-TV

OMAHA,UNITED STATES
TREASURY
NEW SNOW, 7:30 PIN
THE NATION'S LARGEST LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
IN ACTION. DAVID JANSSEN IS
SPECIAL AGENT O'HARA.
WLAC-TV
PIOUS

SIMS

TERROR IN THE SKY
WEE-MAW
WORLD PREMIERE,8:30PAL
NEW TIME, 6:00 PM
TRAPPED ABOARD A PILOTLESS
JUNIOR SAMPLES AND THE
PLANE DOUG McCLURE. LOIS
GANG PREMIER WITH A
NETTLETON. KEENAN WYNN WHOLE NEW BAG OF LAUGHS
THE NEW CBS FRIDAY
WUC-TV
NIGHT MOVIES. •
SAMMY
WLAC-TV
"'Al

AU IN THE FAMILY
NEW TIME, 7:00 PM
CARROLL 0CONNoR
JEAN STAPLETON,ROB REINER
SALLY STRUTHERS IN THE
EMMY AWARD-WINNING
BEST NEW SERIES
VILAC-TV

THE NEW DICK VAN DYKE
SHOW.8:00 PM
WHAT KIND OF RECEPTION
DOES A TELEVISION STAR GET
AT HOME'CHECK DICK AND
HIS CO-STAR HOPE LANGE
WLAC-TV

MISSION:IMPOSSIBLE
NEW TIME,9:00 PM
THE CRIMINAL HASN'T
BEEN BORN WHO CAN
OUTSMART THE INTREPID IMF
HEADED BY PETER GRAVES
WLAC-TV

FUNNY FACE
NEW SHOW, 7:30 PM
SANDY DUNCAN IS THE
GIRL MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
AS A CO ED WHO'S WORKING
HER WAY THROUGH COLLEGE
WLAC-TV

SATURDAY

SATURDAY

SATSUMAS

SAMBAS

Major League
Leaders

GUESS WHO'S COMING
TO DINNER.630 PM
SPENCER TRACY.
KATHARINE HEPBURN
SIDNEY POITIER ON THE
rAS SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES
WUC-TV
MIDAS

awes COUNTY
NEW SHOW,8:30 PM
GLENN FORD AS SAM CADE,
A SHERIFF IN THE NEW WEST
WITH EDGAR BUCHANAN
AS HIS DEPUTY.
WIJIC-TV
SOWS

,•i.,:,,::••"`,...e.:ertylryteter
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Next Week's TV

Football and Nine Premieres To Fill TV Screen Next Week

WS61-TV
WLAC-TV
I A WSIX-TV
Chaesseel 4
asawme4 5 LT ahmemel
Sports" will be seen at varying are devoted to live (via sate!- between champion Carlos MonFriday Evening Programs
'
at the trial of a major under- to support his revolution in starting tunes ranging from 3 to
By JACK GAVER
lite) coverage of the world mid- I ion and American Challenger
Caftan\
!Away
Sons.
Wthr..
News:
j•lexico.
Hews; Wrkr.: Side.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Sorry, world figure.
5 as the program's 90 minutes dleweight championship fight Emile Griffith in Buenos Aires.
Perfect
Lifai
Of
ComYour
World
.This
Is
Trish
Tell
His
To
"In "A
'deviate/vv. IL F. O.
MONDAY
wives, but it's Sunday pro footChicago Teddy Ikon Brady Busch
D.A.
ball season on television once Sports world figures are fea- plicity" on ABC's "Longstreet"
Partridge Fansiiii
O'Hara. Waited
Media:
again. See you about mid- tured on NBC's "Rowan and at 9, Longstreet moves into an
Ch. 25 WKAS Ashland
Room 221
Martin's Laugh-In" at 8 p.m. exclusive housing project to
States Treasury
-"Oses Won •
Ch. 35 WKMA Madisonville
January.
Ch. 53 WKGB Bowling Green
'Odd Couple
Ch. 38 WKMR Morehead
Woke:
Duel Masi"
The new week will have some Among those appearing are break up a robbery ring plaguCh 21 WKMU Murray-Mayil61dCh.54 WCVN Covington
LINO American Styl items not related to football, in- quarterback Roman qabriei, as ing the tenants.
Movie
1 "Tense
Ch. 23 WKZT Elizabethtown
Ch. 52 WKON Owenton
Love American Sty,' cluding nine premieres or other guest star, and Vida Blue, Andy NBC's "Nichols" at 9 has
. 30 Moody Nash
Ch. 35 WKHA Hazard
Ch. 22 WKPI Pikeville
programs that will complete the Granatelli, Sugar Ray Robin- "The Siege." Sheriff Nichols
News; Wthr.: Sple. I News; %Veto.: Sets It Takes a Thief
Ch. 46 WKLE Lexington-Richmond
Ch. 29 WKSO Somerset
networks' presentation of the son, Bill Russell, Doug Sanders, has trouble controlling hotheads
'Peery Mama
Tonight
I It Yak... Thief
h. ' WKM • i vill Vin Scully and Willie Shoemak- when a notorious Mexican guer'Dewy Mama
iNews:
Spts. 1971-72 wares.
Twilight
You'll see Glenn Ford and er.
Toolght
Meek:
'Movie:
rilla leader comes to town for
James Stewart in their video The seasonal premiere of dental work. Ricardo Montalban
1 "Raw Wieal eaI "What Price
00
isieNttlICKU eoucationAL TeLevisioN
series debuts, and the fresh ma- ABC's "NFL Monday Night is guest star.
I Saes"
; Glare
30
ALL TIMES ARE
430 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
terial on such veteran programs football" at 9 broadcasts the The CBS movies at 9 screens
MONDAY, SEPT. 20
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER III. 1911
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
5:00 SESAME STREET *212.
Minnesota-Detroit
4:00
game
as
MISTEROGERS'
"Bonanza,"
in
"The Bold
NEIGHDe- 1967's "The Ambushers," starFor children. (C)
Summer Semester I,
00 2Agricutture USA
(R)
INDICATES
REPEAT
BORHOOD.
Ones," The Disney Hour and troit.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSring Dearil'Martin as a superSammie.. Semester
BROADCAST
U 30 Farm Digest
4.30
HODGEPODGE
LODGE.
ROOM: Media Centers in
NBC's movie at 9 screens the sleuth involved in a Mexican
- -- ---- "Ironside."
_ --- - 5.00 SESAME STREET #210. (C)INDICATES
Rugs arriay '
:Three Shigitrie
87 00- Dr. Doolittle
riecondary Schools.
ABC has a championship final half of "The Alamo".
For
children.
adventure.
(C)
6:30
PROGRAM
'These
IS
DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
Steoges
IN
COLOR
I 30 Woody Waodoei 4.:, Scaohy Omit
6:04 WINDOW TO THE CLASS-- prizefight on Saturday.
TUESDAY
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(RI
-Owen Marshall, Counselor at
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O 00 Deputy Dams
ROOM:
Math
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of a Nation.
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monds" and "Come Follow".
The CBS National Football Brothers, Dianne Warwicke and with molesting one of his pupils.
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The new recorder note is low
Librium
1Comeity Shea
Saes
00
French Bread. (C)
Mayehoff.
Eddie
FRIDAY
League regional schedule: DalC.
30 &melon - :josie 6 Pussycats 1Comeity Wm,
8:30 BOBOQUIVARI: Lightnin'
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' jaw" Quest
00 Screen Anditioos
I: Hol i day Decorations.
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demonstrates
how
in
the
stars
Kennedy
role
of a at 8, an oil tanker is suspected
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LAW OF THE LAND. (C)
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World
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1 00---f-nmandi
CsinenamatuCenier 5 Larry KIM
7:30
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The American Football Con- ABC's movie at 8:30, Bill Bix- Movie" at 8:30 screens the new
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHSCHOOL: Introduction to the
F44le NMI '
Larry Kane
__1 30 Baseball
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series.
Definition
of
social
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Dom* Valley Days 1 Wide World ef Sets this doubleheader schedule:
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mantic action-adventure story
studies.
video-film
"Congratulations,
L 30 Ilaseliall
Zooms.
1 Wide Woad of S•41 Houston-Cleveland, Oakland,
5:00 SESAME STREET #213.
8:00 WORLD PRESS. (C)
I's A Boy." A carefree bache- about a young married couple's
For children. (C)
4 a Isisball
!Wide Work,of Spti New England at I: Pittsburghloan Darby
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in
a
the
home
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for
search
lor is suddenly confronted by a
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Batik Experience. (C)
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World
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4:30
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7:00
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5:30
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Jackson 5
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.
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The small car expert
has something new.

THE1972
DATSUNS.

MONDAY
5:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Morning Watch
Real Mc( 01,s
7•00 Today Show
Bow
8:00
C.aptain Kangaroo
830
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
9:00 Dish's Place
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
• l0.00 Sale of
Family Affair
Dick Van Dyke
7 10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
That Girl '
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11 • 30 Who. What Where Search-Tomorrow
Love. American
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12.05,
Singing Cony.
1230
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
100 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
0:00 AnothAr World
Scrret,.Storm
Gen. Hosp
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
3:00 Another World
gomer Pyle
Password
43:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
Lucy Show
14:00
Movie
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild. Wild West
6:00
News
Weather
5:25 News
News
News
5:30 News
Jeannie
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
4:3(Frorn a Bird's
Gunsinoke
Newlywed Game
Movie
7:00
It Was-Very Gd. Yr
Here's Lucy
7.30
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8.00 Movie
Doris Day
8:30
Newtomers
9.00
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Dick Caw-ft
'Writ
16:30 Tonight Show

FRIDAY-SEPTEMBER

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers -1M ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. Wet end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use
service. So we
know al about their special money needs
nt6 Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know how to tailor repayment pro*" grams to their production and income
R 1
Talk oee, r your money needs-any sea
son of the year
a seasoned money
oro: the man at PCA.

The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks,too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
whitewalls. reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give y:u a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Keys Kest Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

West Fork
Morning Worship
liam
Everung Worship
6 30p m
First Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Spring creek
Morning Worship
Worship
- 1 vening

llam
8p m

Nortaside
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Ilam
7p m

Sinking Springs
•'116orning Worship
11 a m
7 30p m
• Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
llam
Evening Worship
7.30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
ila.m.
Evening Worship
4:30p.m
Grace Baptist
•Aorning worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
713.m
Blood River
Morning Worship
lla.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m
Kiritsey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a im
Evening Worship
7 30p.m
Memorial Baptist
"Warning Worship
1010a.m.
Evening Worship
630P.m--New fat. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 •.m.
evening worship 6:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
evening Worship
Cherry Corner
Morning worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship ,

ti a.m.

Christian
First Christian
Warship Services
10:30a.m 7
OM.
Murray Christian
APership Ser v ices 10.45 a.m., 7 p.m.

Boone's lncorp
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTER

Edwin Cain Constr.(
COMMERCIAL
Stri5:01001
621 So 4th

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Mot
A m

ba ssador H or net Matador
Top Duality Used i

Five Points

Carroll Tire

Si

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE
1105 Pogue •

1

Block E of S 1211

Colonial House Smo
A Choice Selection of Relishes Vegetables and Del
Fast Service - Open S,
Hwy 641 North

Corvette Lam
BOWLING AT ITS BEST 1415 Main Street
JAS D CLOPTON

Freed Cotham
HEATING - SHEET METAL
5th at Chestnut

Al

Wayne Darnell Outb•
YOUR JOHNSON MOTOR!
Parts, Service Compete I
94 E at Murray Bait Co
SaIPS,

Dunn TV & Api
SALES AND SER‘o
ADMIRAL TAPPAN Wt
118 South 12th

Murray Livestc
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT i F
Hogs bought daill

Open Evenings Till 8:00 *
Phone 753-7114

Scotts Grove
1100 am
Worsri,p Service
Evening worship
7 30p m
Emmanuel missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30h m

®0730

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

Baptist

So. 12th Street

WM E DODSON, OA
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•

Baptist

Ifeek

An— investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
II 00 a.n1
Worship Service
Evening Worship
7.30p.m.

Tipton Carlos Monlerican Challenger

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

h in Buenos Aires.

Vies, Fork
11 a.m
6 30p.m.

Morning Worship

Evening Worship

Ion
171tOwn

7

Spring Creek -

Morning

IDGE

LODGE.
STREET e212.

Centers in
ools.

a.m.
7 30 p.m

7p.m.

Morning Worship

SEPT.23
MRS' NEIGH-

USE.1.00rei,
STREET #213.

First Assembly Of
Church School
Worship Service

11 a.m.

Brooks Chapel United
Worship service!. at 9 30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a m.
Sunday

God

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 15t
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 P.m. 2nd
Sunday,
3rd Sunday
Independence united
Worship services at 7 p.m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a m. 2nd Sunday,
m 4th Sunday
9

10:00
11:00

8. 9 30 a.m.

30 a

Morning Worship
evening Worship

HIGH

Flint Baptist

HI NGS GROW.

livening

OF AWE: A

m exploring
?wish holiday
ig with Rosh

Cherry

worship
ing Worship

Corner

ng

•

10 a.m
Morning Worship
.
11 a.m
Sunday School
Methodist
Worship
B 45 10 50a.m.

a.m.

11
7:30p.m.

Warning Worship
Worship

First
6
Russells Chapel United

11 a.m.
7p.m.

*riling Worship
raerilng Worship

'ON WEEK IN

,

1 1• M
7p.m.

Salem

Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7:1Sp.m.
Evening Worship

Christian

r.

)GE LODGE.
1TREET e214.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11ia.m 1St &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd
4th
Sundays

ClOhen Bart Starr barks his signals for the Green Bay Packers, the modern football world listens
and moves into action. That's because Bart Starr is a disciplined, dedicated believer.-He believes
in an Omnipotent Power. He is a member of the Administrative Board of the First United
Methodist Church. He extends his religion into all his world. He believes in
America and Democracy. Comparatively small in a world of giants, he worked and studied
his way to the top. Bart Starr believes in people, his great team mates, his family,
his neighbors, his friends, his community. Generous and understanding, he is active in dozens
of civic and charitable causes.

The

1 AT POPS:
iMerstem (C)
24
ERS' NEIGH.

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30a m .7
Pin)

8.

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m
1St & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
lit & 3rd & 4th Sunday

LI
CIP

A churchman and a real man, Bart Starr turns to ashes all those reservations
churches being for sissies. He believes in himself. He is brilliant and tough on the field
generous and sympathetic in every day life. He says faith helped him lead the Packers
YOU IN THE CHURCH
telt
to two super bowl victories and two all time pro passing records. He puts his
THE CHURCH IN YOUN:
.
•
•
•
•
• -we flallUb Ul HIS Uellei driU r115 receivers. T es, ['elle! Uellib tile biyildib
R.,.•.444...m .4. ••••• •••,,-.. F „
passes in

7pm

../P

•i
%IF for Ban Starr. It will call them for you, too,
5;

Boone's Incorporated
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN

S

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

r

403 Maple

Oak Grove
School
11 a m.. 7p.m.
3unt Plesant

Sunday
Worship S. -vices
Ar
Morning Wo ship
Evening Wor.,-ip

Murray, Ky.

Phone 7534448

K.111

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

GiX)
01-4 I_SEE.1

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

,l. ii,
,• --,.•e'

4th and Sycamore

/
• 1 \i0

Murray,

Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-109

Church School
Worship Service

733-3892

czzo

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Kentucky fried elticken

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North

Phone 753-2700

Sycamore at 12th

Wayman Chapel A.M.E .
Worship Services Ila m ,7 p.m ,
St. John's Episcopal
„Sunday School
19
0 115,
5aa.m
rri.e
Morning Worship
9:15
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 a m
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m
Worship Service

'Sc

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

Wells Electric

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Radio Shack
WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & AcCessOries
N 12th Extended

On Hwy 68

at

Aurora

Phone 474-2202

Ph. 753-7100

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store
GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES

PARTS & RENTAL

'7 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin, Ky 070-2266

Hwy 94 TM! E Murray . Ph 75346115

Phone 753 13,9

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

Watchtower
Bible Lecture

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

CHILI

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES . SERVICE
- •
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass tam , nam .430
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
"p.m.
Worship Service
11 a m
Jehovah's Witnesses
io93030 aa .rnm
pm

—

I

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads. Meats

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Ph. 753-8119

North 4th St.

Commercial Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying Selling. Leasing
Pnone 753 7774
5111 W Main

Ph. 753-7793

Other
Denominations

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

I Residential -

Kentucky

9:30a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Beal's

Daily •

n.'
)TiL7E-gr2

WI

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish • Fri and Sal
Plate Lunches
Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Phone 753.1933

7p.m.

First Prnoyterian-

HAMBURGERS

MAYTAG

Phone 753-1713

Southside Restaurant

,

11a.m.1

1

1 •
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points

2

of the Following Businesses:

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Ambassador-Hornet Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

Pogue . I

Sunday School
Worship Service

Stadium Chili

of si rat, I •I4 •••

till -

ill,

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

a.m.
10 a.m.;
11 a.m.
10 a.m.

North Plesant Grove

Mobilo Home Courts
Ph. 753-5209
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

Chicken -

Ph
Phone 753-1675

American

11OS

C ,..... •••••••••• N....a, S...Kate
.
:

Through The Courtesy

Steaks • Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
ed
Fri., Fish
W.,Ground Sirloin • Thurs..
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

Buildings

10 a.m.
11

Shady Oaks

F.,,,,g
kw.

week.

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

•
621 So. 4th

this

tf efrniefirer.COr..8:47Kr.000:33.;43..C."03..C.74.X.W.I.C.O.K.C.
A.
31".:Xill..V...*...CCX:f

YOU

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
e,

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
Worship Service

04.04- 00111 era• dB./ all IIIADINAIF

at your place of worship
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Rudy Lovett

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Gulf

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD
1413 Main Street

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Distributing Gulf Products

Tires-Batteries & Accessories

Phone 753-2202

Bel

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1936

RECAPPING

Air Shopping Center
Hwy

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING • SHEET METAL

GRAIN DIVISION

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

AIR CONDITIONING

Ellis, Mgr.

Holmes
flth at Chestnut

E
Phone 753-8220

Phone 753 4832

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

W Outland, Supt.

Sales. Parts.: Service-Compete Boating Suppl-ees
Phone 753 3734
at Murray Bait Co

Five

,
12th

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Dunn TV & Appliance

JONES, OWNERS
MR & MRS WM
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics

Phone 753-3037

aim S. 4th

®0000rie
SOO Main

Phone 753.3231

Branch Office So 12th & Story - 753 6655
I

Street

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray - Ph 753

National Hotel Building

1747

REBUILT ENGINES

641 Super Shell

RADIATORS REPAIRED

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.

FLOWERS FOR ALL

F.T I)

502 N. 4th St.

753 3211

FREE

Ph 753 4424

605 Maple St

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

O pen 6:00 a.m. - Close :.
n
12 00
South 12th Street - Phone

753 9131

1

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
,1
;
111
\.

SALES . SERVICE 6 RENTALS

--!
-\i .z..------ —

Phonz 753-5012

....
Sow

Shirley Floritt
—

Chest

Typewrits. Adding Machines and
Calculators
i is so 4th
753 1743

I

Murray Livestock Co.
a
EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH. 753 5334

Susie's Cafe

FISH 6 CHIPS

Treasure

247-1487
WIMWW8

733.1323

Long John Silvcrs'

Murray Auto Parts

Claude Vaughn

,

Hogs bought daily

.040"W.-- e•i,i•
• .•',.i.*8
- :•Ittfl:
..,

MORE

W•st Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE -- MEMBER FDIC

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SHILL
Murray
Mayfield

Chicken Peglegs • Fish & Chips

Phone 73) 2997

I

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

SALE

,,
A.

Repairs & installation — Gas & Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 6168

—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
xis
Ph 753 7494

1

& Chestnut

BERT. ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
eh. 753-7150
Hw K. 641 S . I Hazel Hwy )
X
•

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service

A

. SALES AND SERVICF
WHIRLPOOL
ADMIRAL TAPPAN

4•04toWS42111.1' *

• PIZZA • SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR

94 E

its South 12th

Phone 713-8181

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Phone 753 7992

Points

Chestnut

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palace Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

802

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

AM
-11--- A
,
744-rei,
,
.7
IV
.•(

Air Conditeoning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Phone 753-2931

5

Randy Thornton Service Co.

7

Industrial Road

121 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph, 753.3164

/
DIV.

763 53111
713 IMMO

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 1930
—2•way Business Radio
Service
--Aerotron Sales 6 Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph 753 3191

installation &

Sholar's Auto Repair

•

‘

The Buarnearrian S Choice
403 Hiply St.

—MOTOR TUNE UPS
—AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

• •
For Fine Printing

Murray, K en;uck y

Lynhurst Resort

—FRONT END ALIGNMENT

ingigUTIR PRINTING SERVILE

—

I

Calloway County Soil
improvement Association

union

Storey's Food Giant

Distributirio Co.
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

JAS. D. CLOPTON

m

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

4S a.m.

Worship
,vening Worship

ENCH
(C)
SARI:

a.m. -

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10
Evening Worship
30 p.m.

on-Richmond

I

New Providence
Morning Worship
11
Evening Worship
6.30p

IIERLI CaltUITh

11 a.m.

g Green

Church Of Christ

7o9 So 7th

4

753 1751

Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

' 'sv.lbassoiltese.sesse memos
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Chicago's Pride

New,McCormick Place Bigger, Better

YAGE NINE

Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles

GOD WEVEALS HIMSELF
God revealed Himself through Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the
Messiah of the Jews, and the Savior of sinners, Who came into
the world to accomplish the saving purpose of the Father.
CHRIST IS THE LOGOS (WORD) - JOHN 1:1-3
Here we are taumht that Christ is co-eternal, co-existent, and coequal with God the Father. There was never a time when He did
not exist. The statement, "The Word was with God," reveals His
separate and distinct personality. The Word was God" is a very
clear declaration of the deity of Christ. Of all things that exist in
the material universe there is nothing that came into existence
apart from Christ( verse 3); therefore, He is God.
block wide
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DRAG RACE AND TREEING CONTEST
The hall had been booked for Exhibitors
receive Christ into our empty hearts and lives. Being children of
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SWIM
find this one, which followed
God means having God as our Father, Christ as our Savior, the
President Nixon's announceNIGHT HUNT STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
Holy Spirit as our guide and Comforter, the saved as our
Entry Fee $5.00
ment of a new economic policy,
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Crossword-Puzzle

WILD COON HUNT
AND BENCH SHOW

Command to
8 ttie
cat
12 Ventilate
13 Exact
14 Inheritor
15 Fuss
16 Disk
aey
p pu
alcck
r ts s
18 Fisticuff
encounters
20 Entertain
21 Sandarac
tree
23 Russian
stockade
25 Tag
27 Drink
slowly
28 Detinite

it

3 Likely
4 Aleutian
island
5 Savage
6 Explodes
7 Evening
(poet)
8 Mortification
9 Philippine
island
10 Is ill
11 Woody plant
17 Knocked
19 CO in
Russia
21 Singing
voice
22 Precipitation
24 River
island
26 Smooths
28 Exposition in
writing
29 Kind of oak
30 Gaelic
2 3

Cultivator
art
Fright
Number
Large tub
12
Fights between
15
two
1 R oyal
39
4
Identical
•
42 Fragile
45 Force
inapcoesasgeassinion
7 Pl
25
r4g nr s of
0
32
559 An:
31
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Bill would
change Supreme
Court system

Wall Street
Chatter

I

ACROSS
.1 Hit lightly
4 French clerical

34 I
37 I
39 5
40

5
13
16

18
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2
26

3
36

35

hmDeaeanarisisnuhgre
Weight of
ledut
55 Otherwise
56 Simple
57 Greek
letter

32 1

\

39
^.1
42 43

44

47

52

DOWN

55

1 Chmese
pagoda

Distr. by United 1

2 Succor

IF I IDLO YOU THAT
WE WERE THROUGH
WHEN I REALLY DION
MEAN IT, WOULD WE
STILL BE THROu6H'

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

4•1.

1AL

753-6363

The Colonials

It was the only thing to do
after the mule died'

1'10111S BANK

WE f,
t-4 FL A
BECAUG1
MAW
-TOO a
0,0,17

NC

erE1-1(
Three years back, the Hinsleys of
Dora, Missouri, hod a tough decision
to make.
To buy a new mule.
Or invest in a used bug.
They weighed the two possibilities.
First there was the problem of the
bitter Ozark winters. Tough on a
warm-blooded mule. Not so tough
on an.air-cooled Volkswagen.
Then, what about the eating hob. its-of the two? Hay vs. gasoline.
As Mr. Hinsley puts it: "I get over
_eighty miles out of a dollar's worth
of gas and I get where I want logo a
lot quicker."

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 758-12/1
I
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPICCIALTI *
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't de Had

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT
— CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 753-9909

CP

753-9906 home

Announces the opening of his office at 903
Sycamore, Murray, for the practice of Chiropractic.
hours.
ByAppointment

Mon & Tues,
Wed.
Thurs. &Fri

tia.m.to 5P.m•
9a.m.to 12noon
9a.m.to 12noon
2 p.m. to 8p.m.
9a.m.to2p.m.

Then there's the road leading to
their cabin. Many a mule pulling a
wagon and many a conventional automobile has spent many an hour
stuck in the Mud.
Also, a mule needs a barn. A bug
doesn't. "It sets out there all day and
the paint looks near as good as the
day we got it.
Finally, there was maintenance to
think about. When a mule breaks
down, there's only one thing to do:
Shoot it.
But if and when their bug breaks
down, the Hinsleys have a Volkswagen dealer only two gallons away.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
201:3-CAR CRACKUP—Crushed vehicles smolder on the fogbound superhighway
about 18 miles southeast of Liverpool, England, where some 200 cars and trucks
smashed into each other, taking a toll r,f death sand injury,

•

800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7.30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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Ill Abner
MEET THE CRIMIKIAL,

CHIEF.F.f- HE'S
CONFESSED!!-
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AGE NINE

educiktional officials as a nation"
emergency."
The preceding may or may not
make involuntary military
service palatable to Lem.
WASHLNGTON ( U P I ):
However, some other young
industrial arts instructor, who Petitions bearing 22,000
WASHINGTON (UPL: Little noticed during the furor
in Congress over antiwar and military pay raise amendhas fulfilled his military names asking President
Nixon to pardon Lt. Wilments to the stymied Selective Service bill are provisions
obligation, has a high RSN, or is "ham L. Calley' Jr., have
BY
intended to eliminate from the draft two of the most
over
26,
will
hopefully
be
inbeen delivered to the
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
frequently complained of inequities.
terested in applying for Lem's White House.
One specifies that no new student deferments will be
*
Making the delivery wal4
granted.
gate appeal board reversed the job while he is performing
BEHOLDER' MAY
Richard Barrett, 27, a JackThe other says youths will be called up from a
local board and restored the 11-A military service.
NOT SEE
son, Kiss., law student, who
national pool rather than through state and local quotas.
EYE-TO-Eye
classification.
-Said he represented a VietThat means a young man's outlook for being drafted will
Readers of "YOU AND THE
WITH DRAFT
nam war veterans' group
not be affected by which local board he registers with.
known as America's VictoDraft" may know that -ocTHE DRAFT ACT that expired June 30 required
ry force.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Recently cupational deferment must not FROM T START
deferments to be granted any iegistrant statisfactorily
some of the State Selective,Ser- exceed a year. That does not HAMILTON, N.Y. (UPI)—
pursuing a fulltime course of instruction at an institution
vice Headquarters staff had the necessarily mean it cannot be Seven members of the 1970 Saturday when the Red Raiders;
of higher learning. The deferment was good until the
opportunity to view a film that reviewed and changed at any freshman team will be in the open their 1971 football season )
student reached 24 or received his bachelor's degree,
has had extensive screening in time during the 12 months starting lineup for
whichever occurrd first.
Colgate against Boston University.
At President Nixon's request, both the House and
government and non-government provided a new set of cirtraining conferences. The film cumstances warrant.
Senate voted to repeal mandatory deferments for new
title is "Eye of the Beholder".
Prior to the end of the 1970-71
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
students. But House-Senate conferees negotiating a new
Pegging a column about the school year the local board
bill decided any student who was eligible for deferment
TRADE WITH
during the 1970-71 academic year could keep his defer"draft" to the title of this film reviewed Lem's file and
ment until he graduated—as under the old law.
may seem far fetched—quite to reclassified him 1-A. Again Lem
WHILE UNDER the revised law—presuming its ultithe contrary.
elected to go the appeal route.
mate enactment—youths entering college will not enjoy
In the eye of the beholder an However, the out-of-state appeal
mandatory deferments, this isn't to say they are prime
experience is either pleasing or board by a unanimous vote
candidates for the draft. To begin with, a 'freshman
displeasing. Some young men upheld the local board's 1-A.
usually is 17 or 18 and the Selective Service System does
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
with a low Random Sequence Unanimity by the appeal board
not take a boy until he is 19.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
legally
ended
the
Number
( RSN) who are
registrant's
Additionally, the new law will protect a student from a
"Service Built Our Business"
sudden disruption of his studies in the event he has a low
classified I-A take a very dim right to appeal to the President.
WILL
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
IT
lottery number and it comes up. The law specifies that a
view of losing a previously Because of a congressional
student receiving an induction order may have his inducNEW OR USED CAR
earned deferment, especially stalemate the authority to induct
tion postponed to the end of the semester—or if he is a
since there continues to be a expired last June 30. However,
senior, until the end of the academic year.
winding down of hostilities in Lem knows that when inductions
Thus most of the "unprotected" students enteringVietnam. Quite frankly these are resumed, with an RSN that
college this fall probably will not face the prospect of the
registrants will go the "Whole has been reached he can expect
draft until 1973. And the end of June that year will mark
nine yards" to prove oc- to receive his induction order
the expiration of the new draft law and will be the date
cupational essentiality. In the within a short time.
by which the Administration hopes to switch to an
eyes of these beholders you don't This young man now has gone
all-volunteer army.
equate expertise with uniformity. the "full nine yards" in writing
The net result: Notwithstanding the official elimination of student deferments few students likely will be
Lemuel (Lem), an. industrial to the President. His letter was
inducted while the draft continues.
arts instructor was no exception referred to our National
to this "Draft" rule of thumb. Headquarters for attention and
REMOVAL OF a genuine inequity will take place with
the establishment of a national call and the abolishment
Lem had enjoyed an oc- reply. We have a copy of the
COMPLETE WASHING AND INSIDE
of state and local draft quotas. No longer will a youth be
cupational deferment (1967-70) Washington reply to Lem.
ordered up for induction by his draft board while a friend
because his file was well Assuming that other young
CLEAN-UP ... PLUS, DELUXE
with a lower lottery number, but registered with a
documented to show a "Critical" men in the same situation might
different board, escapes the draft.
SIMONIZE PASTE WAX
need for an industrial arts in- be interested in a key statement
"All young men (will) face exactly the same liability to
structor in an out-of-state con- about the phasing out of teacher
induction as other men with the same lottery number,"
Sport Cars &
Sedans &
the House Armed Services Committee wrote in a report
solidated high school. From the deferments, the reply stated,
Station Wagons - 10.00
Compacts - s8.0°
accompanying the draft bill.
December 1969 "lottery" he had "Since issuance of the executive
been assigned RSN 62. This order (April 23, 1970) unemFREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
number had not been reached in ployment among the nation's
KEG RECORD
PHONE 753-3683
THREE RECALLED
TUMWATER, Wash. (UPI) TIDEWATER, Va. (UPI)— his local board at the time of elementary and high school
teachers is described by some
—Sic Oregon collegians have Pitchers Jim Bibby and Jon issuance of executive order of
claimed the world's record for Matlack, outfielder Leroy Stan- April 23, 1970, phasing out ocrolling a beer keg after ending ton and outfielder-first baseman cupational deferments. Shortly
a 931-mile trek from San John Milner of the Tidewater afterward the board informed
5b.MCCI:67-gai:-.:::Cre-43F-CiaiXiM .
Lem that all occupational
Francisco to Tumwater Coun- club
of
the
International deferments were
being reviewed
try.
League were recalled Tuesday
The students rolled out the by the parent New York Meta. to comply with the spirit and
intent of the executive order.
barrel 41h days ago in San
In June 1970 the local board
Francisco's Golden Gate Park
reclassified Lem from 11-A to 1and ended their journey at noon HARDSHIP DRAFT
A. He made a timely appeal. In
Wednesday at the Olympia NEW
YORK (UPI)—The Ins appeal Lem requested that his
Brewing Co.
Denver Rockets selected Mickbe transferred to the appeal
A brewery spokesman said ey Davis, a 6-foot, 6-inch
the previous record for rolling forward from Duquesne, Tues. board having jurisdiction over
a beer keg was 371 miles, set ay in the AMERICAN Basketball his place of employment. This
last year by students from Association's first official hard- can be done under Selective
Service regulations. The out-orWashington State University.
ship draft.
The six started Sept. 2 and en
The New York Mets picked Ed
route they collected $1,300 for
Leftwich of North Carolina State Crin
various
muscular
distrophy4 and the Carolina Cougars chose W
funds, including a contribution
Philip Chenier of California.
from the brewery.
California.

Proposed draft bill
eliminates 2 major inequities

[Ws office
he second
Hughes,
a railroad
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,,FOAR101NT 100 PLUS—Linda Clark gives Sweetpea, a
baby hippopotamus, a cold shower as the temperature
boils past the 100 degree mark at the Children's Zoo in
Oakland, Calif.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword-Puzzle

OMB MO 0000M

3 Likely
MinlOODO MOIRM0
14
4 Aleutian
OD 003MG IMMO
island
1 Hit lightly
4 French clerical
5 Savage
OMB 0000 313
title
6 Explodes
OGOOMOM MOO
8 Command to
7 Evening
00M0 00012 OM
Cat
(Poet)
MR MOO 13M0 OM
8 Mortification
12 Ventilate
UM 0000 OOMM
13 Exact
9 Philippine
island
14 Inheritor
OMO OMO8000
15 Fuss
10 sill
MO 0000 OMM
11 Woody plant
16 Disk
OMMO MOO@ MO
17 Knocked
loc key's
=MOM OBOOMO
apparatus
19 CO in
OOMMM GO OU0
Russia
18 Fisticuff
17
encounters
21. Singing
20 Entertain
voice
21 Sandarac
42 Liberate
32 Tattered
22 Precipitation
tree
43 Actual
cloth 24 River
23 Russian
44 Ventilates
Hurry
34
island
stockade
46 Man's
37 Mexican
26 Smooths
25 Tag
nickname
dish
28 Exposition in
27 Drink
48 Scottish cap
39 Wash
writing
slowly
50 Soak
lightly
28 Definite
29 Kind of oak
51 Pe iod of
40 Liquid
article
time
measure
30 Gaelic
31 Cultivator
7
6
s11
..8
1
2 3 :V 4
to.
5 6
33 Fright
•dr
s
,s
4,it.
35 Number
• 14
36 Large tub
MP13
12
?•
38. Fights between
...s_.
17
15
/16
two
...,
39 Royal
r
19
41 Identical
.
,r"
42 Fragile
•'-'%
N
V i'''
45 Force
/AVAll"
ere.'"
;•,,,kitdeel!re.
CA.47 Place again
25
e, 2, 29 30
26 027
, -,
in possession
Anger
4
31
34
!,, s-1041_
12N33
•, 52 Organs of
hearing
15
37 r
...: 38
53 Danish
fr
.
36
•
measure
40 ..
A i.,.
'••• •39
.
, 41
Weight of
_
.'-:
India
' 45
42
43
44
46
••„,•X•re:
Otherwise
. ..
70.410.”
,
Simple
.
47
48
' 57 Greek
.. 46 5.0 51
letter
i.....
"
1
. 54
53
52
DOWN
,
I
,
.
.N.56
37
55
1 Chinese
_a a AL
pagoda
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If I T(Xf),f0t) THAT
WE WERE THROUGH
WHEN I REALLY OIDN'
MEAN IT,I40111.0 WE
STILL FIE THROUGH?

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

&L LEAN-UP
SHOP
* SPECIAL *

I

WELL, If I 701ij YOU THAT I MEANT
I THOU6HT I KNEW THAT WE WERE
1HROVE44 WHEN I 5AID THAT '431.)
T140u6+1T I KNEW I TOLD 0
1 itlE
LJERE'THROUGH,NT I SAID WE...

IF I TOLD LIOV THAT IT
DIDN'T MATTER .10 ME ONE
WAY OR THE OTHER, WOULD
WE STILL BE THROUGH ?

LOVE 15 NOT KNOWING
Ct4HAT YOU'RE TALFON6 ABOUT

Nancy
BET I'LL FIND
HIM IN THE
>
USUAL PLACEj

I

BLOBB'S CHEESE

44
,

a
The Colonials
_

VsiE SUFFER
I h1 FL AT ION
BECAUSE TOO
MANY SPEND
"TOO MUCH
AND sAvt

IWE u- Novl

V4042S1-41D
WITH Cug2. 'TITHES
AND` OFFEMING•S

/vor.'"
KEHOL-D,THE THIZIFTY
ANT r

to
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a

'our
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Petitions seek
Calley pardon

PARKER FORD INC.

and three girls
woman who had
fertility drug

eighed between
iunces and .one
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I'll Abner
CHUCKLEI- YOU'LL
GET THE CHAIR,

CHAI R — HEt..1 `IOU
TELL THE CHIEF
WHAT 'IOU TOLD
ME!!

MEET THE CRIMINAL,

CONFESSED

q
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servation
Award Nominees
Being Sought

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
League of Kentucky Sportsmen
now is accepting nominations for
its seventh annual Governor's
Conservation Achievement
Awards.
The league annually presents
10 such awards to Kentucky
citizens, organizations and
newspapers promoting conservation.
Edgar Paul, league president,
said the Kentucky Wildlife
Federation Foundation also will
awards
participate in the
Program.
"The intent of the Conservation
Awards is to further the proper
Utilization and management of
the naural resources of Kentucky—soils, waters, minerals,
forests and wildlife," Paul said.
"We hope to bring about a
greater knowledge of conservation projects and give
proper recognition to those
persons and organizations who
make outstanding contributions
to the natural resources of the
community, county and state."
The top award is Conservationist of the Year with
other awards presented in the
ares of forest, wildlife and forest
conservation.
Awards also go to educators,
organizations and newspapers.
New this year are awards to high
college conschool
and
servationists.
Paul said nominations will be
accepted from any organization
but also can be made by any
private citizen.
All nominees will receive a
certificate of recognition and all
winners selected by the judging
committee will receive a plaque.
The winners will be honored at a
banquet at Louisville's Colonel
Sanders Inn Nov. 5.
Nominations should be mailed
to the
Kentucky League of
Sportsmen, 212 South Main
Street, Franklin, Kentucky,
.42134.
All nominations mull be
postmarked before Oct. 10, 1971,

American
Motors

1972
Javelin

AMX

Cars
Wed., Sept. 22
EVERYONE IS
INVITED
To Come To

i3E

Cain & Treas
Motor Sales, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rd.

Murray, Kentuck
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Great Chicago Fire_- It Happened 100 Years Ago!
Second Blaze Singed City Just 34 Months Later

PAGE ELEVEN

CLASSIFIED ADS

By CLAIM KINNAIRD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
CHICAGO -- A postscript to
catastrophe
the
that swept,the
heart of the metropolis of Middle America a century ago this
month to be found in few, if
any, accounts is that Chicago
officials, investors in reconstruction, builders, fire insurance companies, and so-called
private citizens with influence
in the public weal did not immediately learn the lesson that
the great fire of Oct. 8-10, 1871,
should have taught them there
and then.
Thus another calamity, almost as great, struck the city
three years later under circumstances paralleling extraordinarily those of 1871. Quoting a
newspaper account. July 15,
1874:
"At half past five yesterday,
a fire broke out in a barn in the
rear of No. 527 South Clark
Street, in a region (of Chicago]
with wooden buildings of the
flimsiest sort, and it did not
This 1871 drawing shows Chicagoans fleeing across city bridges to escape the curtain
sweeping the buildings in background. Loss due to the fir. was estimated at $196 of fire
take long for the incipient blaze
million.
to be a terrible conflagration."
-While the Baptist Church,
• • •
New York Stock Exchange in
stocks of insurance firms and
PARENTHETICALLY, a con, and then the Jewish synagogue
companies with large property
trary cow's kicking of a milk- were wrapped in" flames, the
veered
wind
strongly,
turning
and business interests in Chier's lantern as legend has it—
the
holocaust
to
a
harvest
of
cago, including railroads, and
was 'not responsible this time.
fine-looking
buildings
erected
Circuiristantial evidence eventuOn the same October days •the London market reacted
ally pointed to the disaster's since the fire of 1871, on Wasimilarly.
in 1871 when flames swept
bash
Avenue.
State
Street,
and
having been generated by a de• • •
Chicago disastrously, Pe.shMichigan
Avenue.
liberate arsonist's peeve against
tigo, Wisc., was leveled by
THE
ENORMOUS
loss of
"Leaping
across
Harrison
the barn's owner.
fire.
theirs within three years inTo continue the contemporary Street, it consumed the Post
Again in 1874, as Chicago
duced insurance companies to
newspaper's
extemporaneous office and swept on to the Adelburned, July 14-15, a conflademand, collectively that Chicaphi Theatre, at Wabash Avenue
reportage:
gration set off in a barn
go make such protective mea"A second, a third, and then and Congress Street as fuel for
struck disastrously at ansures-- immediate, uncomproa general alarm followed, and jumping into its old track of
other Wisconsin place — a
mising steps to prevent spreads
soon the entire fire-fighting 1871 along Michigan Avenue, larger one- Oskosh.
of fires. They pressed for more
forces of Chicago were at work carrying everything in its way
of building codes, inspection
hedging in the flames on two on each side nearly the entire tection
along streets lacking routines, improved fire departsides. But a stiff gale interven- distance from Congress Street
adequately
pressured
water ments—nationally.
ing from the southwest made rdown, which had been built afmains. Fire companies were deThey fostered Fire Preventhe flames resistless in an ad- ter the fire of 1871."
ficient in equipment and pro- tion Week annually on the anvance toward the junction of
Realistic building codes had fessionally
trained
personnel niversary of Chiang° Fire No.
the Lake [Michigan] and River not been adopted. Much emergthar the- 1871 catastrophe had 1. which hacLarnelted iron sup[Chicago], in a northwesterly ency housing construction with
dictated as necessary.
ports, railway car wheels, and
direction. A swath was mowed green timber in blocks burned
• • •
business-office safes.
from South Clark Street across over in October of 1871, had
FORTUITOUSLY, in 1874,
Appropriately, the first steelFourth and Third Avenues, to been allowed to remain, crowdcalming of winds, and re-in- skeleton building in America
State Stet, leveling the Con- ed with the poor families.
forcement given valiant Chicago and progenitor of skyscrapers
tinental Hotel like a reed. Wid- Barns with quick combustibles battlers
of the holocaust by fire- and relatively fireproof strucening then its path toward the in a hot July such as hay stood
men and equipment rushed from tures was opened in
Chicago in
north and across Wabash Ave- again amidst frame housing dry
Detroit and other cities on spe- 1884 as the branch office of
the
nue, the fiery jaws swallowed as tinder. Buildings for sumpcial trains, subdued the flames Home Insurance Company
of
the
splendid
First Baptist tuous dwelling and for com- on the 15th before they razed
New
York, the heaviest loser
Church, which had escaped the merce also had been raised
the whole of the area stricken among the eastern insurers of
great fire of 1871.
without emphasis on fire pro- In 1871, though panic struck the
Chicago structures in 1874.
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Health Chief
Foresees Drop In
New TB Cases 'jog
nene

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GIRLS CLOTHING sizes 7,8 and
10. Phone 753-4725.
Sl7C

-aro

•••••••••-••••

2 EXERCISERS FOR sale, one
ger, one belt. mass
or 75.
.
3
1-ger. Like
w. Call
State Health Commissioner Z$88.
S17C
William McElwain has predicted
a dramatic reduction in new SIAMESE KITTENS for sale.
1
cases of tuberculosis in Kentucky Can be seen at 207S. llth St. S17P
1
although the state currently has
one of the nation's highest TB
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
rates.
Pointer puppies. WW make exU. S. Public Health Service
cellent retrievers 825.00. 753figures show Kentucky's 870
7585.
S2ONC
cases of active TB in 1970 milt
fourth in the nation behind
Hawaii, Alaska and Alabama. USED MATCHING couch and
chair. Good shape. Will sell
S18C
McElwain
said
Kentucky
But
so cheap. Phone 753-3184.
far this year has bout 25 per cent
GOOD 10 INCH table saw. See at
fewer cases than last and
S18C
predicted the commonwealth will 300 Woodlawn.
have no more than 700 cases this
SOFA-BED couch $15. End table
year, passing six states in TB
$5. Venetian blinds $1.80 each,
control.
Wardrobe ( antique needs repair)
He credited the decrease with
concerted drives in tuberculosis $10., Call 753-9537 after 5 p.m.
treatment and control over the Sl8C
1
past two years.
Highway
641
N.
REAL NICE fall dresses, sizes
Phone 753-4141
14,16 and 161
/
2. Call 753-3948. S18C
AD EMBARRASSING
Murray, Ky.
MONTREAL (UPI)—Embar••••
'doe.II••
rassed officials at Simpsons H & R USED furiniture store,
Concord
Road,
is open 4 days
Department Store said it was
an "unfortunate mistake" each week, Wed.-Thurs.-Friday RUNNING SPECIAL price on FOR SALE: glass-Iron fish and
which led to the appearance of & SAt.)ID am- to 5 P•m• See us Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1882 ski boat. 55 Horse power. Com014C plete outfit. Call at 753-3226. S18C
a newspaper advertisement for all your.used furniture needs. er 753-9457.
offering women's turtle neck If we don't have it, we'll get it.
PIANO,
USED, rebuilt, tuning,
sweaters in "nigger brown" Also have antiques. Call 753-6676
1970 HONDA CB175, good conor 753-4716.
S18C repairing. Jett,on & Dyer Piano dition. Phone 753-7304 after 5
and other colors.
Sales
&
Service,
Cuba
Road,
The full-page ad Monday
P.M.
Sl8P
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
celebrating the large chain
AUCTION SALE
phone
247-8522.
TFC
store's 99th anniversary offered
ROUND TOP antique chifferobe,
imported women's sweaters at AUCTION SALE will be held
good condition. $25.00. Dinette
$6.99. One small section of the Saturday, September 25, 10:00 SETTER PUPPIES,whelped set, black 4 chairs $20.00. Full
advertisement read: "A turtle a.m., Highway 641, four miles July 4, 1971, Dom daughter of sized 5" foam mattress new,
Sam L. Rebel, Sire: son of $15.00. Call 753-7593
neck pullover. Long sleeves, South of Murray, Kentucky.
after 5:30
742" back zipper,. Navy and
Mr. L. W. Paschall, owner of Flaiiting Star. Bold high on both p.m.
SHIC
ends,
pipers
to
register.
Can
be
nigger brown."
Paschall Trucklines will offer
seen
after
5
o'clock.
Call
753"Imagine my horror when some five (5) hundred items of
FURNITURE SALE, antique
Sl7P victorola RCA Stereo,
my attention was called to the merchandise, some possible 3301.
1 Early
item," said a Simpsons official. scratched, some cartons broken,
American couch and chair, an"It was one of those unfortun- or in some cases, items short in a
tique love set, FM radio antenna.
\LEI)
ate mistakes—one of those case.
Can be seen Sat., Sept. 18, 805
DRIED FLOWERS?
unhappy errors that crop up This sale will be held on his
Doran Road.
818C
from time to time."
shipping dock, rain or shine.
THE
60 x 12 MOBILE HOME,
Plenty of parking, eats, and
"Wishing Well"
drinks.
beautiful, spacious, 1 yr. old.,
superior
Household goods; Mattress and
construction.
springs; 4 Arvin electric heaters;
WESTERN Al. 14)
Beautifully furnished. Call 4892437.
a ztereo; W.T. Grant
S18C
dresserette; cabinets; walnut
and metal, one with sink; legal FOR SALE or Trade. Dune
--t 1959 STAKE DODGE truck, size
size filing
cabinet;
Ashely Buggy complete with top and 800. Good condition. WW sell or
t
Can be seen on Industrial
chaise lounge; 2 stove ventilating mag wheels. Phone 753-6215. S2OPrade.
Road across from Murray Sand
hoods. Automotive supplies,4
Ford air conditioners; brake CARPETS AND life too can be Co. L. D. Miller, Call 753shoes; shock absorbers; 18 Snap beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. 5595.
Sl8C
radiator cleaner and sealer; Rent electric shampooer $1.00,
Big
K.
S18C
Groceries; Hershey Syrup can
28
SQUARES
OF
goods; and other items. Elec- 36
IN. HOTPOINT Electric range CORRUGATED ROOFING, Call
tricial and plumbing
plastic $25.00. May be seen
at 516 S. 7th 436-5824 between 5 pin. & 7 p.m.
pipe; light fixtures; shut off
In New Concord.
S2OP
St. after 4 p.m. or call 753valves and misc. Palmolive and 1757.
Sl7C
other dishwashing fluid; silver
STEREO TAPE PLAYER, 12
cleaner; shaving cream; Purina GARAGE SALE,
Sat. Sept. 18, 9 volt, 8 track with 4 speakers and
cat litter; corning and aluminum a.m. Girls' clothes,
sizes 9-12. all wiring. Excellent sound, Call
ware; floor wax; scratch pads; Boys' clothes
S20C
12-18. 805 Doran 753-2590.
other paper. 8 gal. muriatic add; Road.
S17C
shampoo and mouth wash; rinse
TELEVISION ANTENNA for
dry; 10 drapery rods; caulking
sale. Phone 753-1385.
S20C
AKC registered
Lavrador
compound; 3 fishing nets;
retriever pup. Call 753-8011. 517C.
surgical gloves; 48 bottles
EIGHT YEAR OLD saddle mare,
mineral oil; 3 boxes of toys;
also bridle and saddle. Phone 753BOOKS,
TOYS, games, sporting 2307.
aluminum paint; aluminum
S20C
ladder; 30 salad bowls; spice goods. Webbo suit, shoes and
racks; dozens of coldene. Wood many other items. Saturday 18th, TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
handles;. tobacco oil and dust, at 9 o'clock at 805 Doran
bed, one box bed. Phone 7531TC 7850.
and following damaged items; Road.
TFC
Range, cabinet, lavatory; and 3
PENTA
TREATED
lumber.
five speed bicycles; a Harley
SMALL TOY Poodle puppies,
Davis Motor cycle, new tires Resistant to rot and termites. solid black at special prices. ALso
Ideal for boat docks and any field iron
motor, overhauled.
gate. Phone 753Possibly by sale date will have weather exposed uses. Murray 7941.
1TC
Lumber
Co., Maple Street,
many other items. We invite you
to be with us.
Murray, Kentucky.
ITC SMALL DOGS; Box Terrier, Rat
Sale conducted by Douglas
Terrier, make good pets for
Shoemaker,
associate
of
children. $15.00 each. Phone 753SCOFFOLDS.
TOBACCO
'64
Shoemaker
Auction
and
2963.
1TC
Livestock Co., Murray, Ken- Contact Lynn Parker, Phone 7535316.
Sl7C
tucky. Phone 753-3375 for in1970 18 ft. WINSTON TRAVEL
formation.
S23C KITCHENAID PORTABLE dish- Trailer. Bought new in April,
washer, Sears Kentnore range 1971. Used only 3500 miles. Excellent condition Additional set
self-cleaning)..Reasonably
(
JURIST DEFENDS ACTION
S17C of tires. Priced to sell. Call 753SALINAS, Calif. (UPI)—A priced. See at 1644 Olive.
3858.
S20C
judge who pulled his gun
recently during an unruly
ourtroom appearance of two
prison inmates, defended his
actions Wednesday as necessary "for the protection of my
staff and myself."
• "I do not intend to go the
way of Judge Wade and Judge
Haley
without
a
battle,"
Superior Judge stanley Laws0141
57, said
an affidavit sled
here Wedniaiday.
Judge Ailkon Douglas Wade,
of Conneintle, Pa., was killed
do. Every time you get in your car. It takes only a second
in his courtroom in 1954, and
And its a habit that quickly becomes second nature.
Judge Harold Haley was killed
in a Mann County shootout and
So please get the safety belt habit. For
..-0.
escape attempt in August, 1970.
the ride of your life.

Steak
Lovers
Beware!

Enjoy our Delicious 10-oz. Special
Cut of Prime Beef Charbroiled to
Perfection!
Captain Kit says "See you at the
Kitchen this week"!

(Captain'g Rittben

The Long Arm
Of Coincidence

153- 545*

A.

C.ti C-i 0 u5
cl
)
Z0,4411'5
D4,41i sit.
0

Atx

CAKE S

Fastening safety belts saves
necks.
Not to mention lives
We estimate that 8.000 to 10.000 lives
could be saved
every year if everyone used safety belts
As new car dealers. Its not only frustrating for
us to
see people ignore th,r safety belts -it's heartbreaking
when we think of the serious injuries that could be prevented And the lives that could be saved
Buckling your safety
should be the first thigg you

X'

Tits

Dealers who &splay tilos sea1 subscobe
NC f, Code of
Bus.Oess Pract,ces address you, r:orrespor,de, 0 ?,.
RPOat,OfIll
2000
• Streat NW
1°
, ri
r2fra
suine>e'

National Automobile Dealers Association

Offsc,a1 org•n.tat.on of Amef.ca s Ifanchose0 new

.or

• W..h.nfron

One in a series presented by N.A.D.A.. this newspaper. and the new car
dealers of our communilY•

POTATO PRIZE
TIPTON, England
Fred We
Won a
guess Me many
school children would NOM*.
Tuesday he received his prize1,567 potatoes.

S'

4
)
a-iteie.4

llome-pRiA05 ,ok
CooKit.3
419 A
PAR.TY cAkE S
J.C.
AA
Jeo.5ig•to
C. ja

Si4oPPING
tENTER

A.u
4).7

NOTICE

1
0.
MgeNegafgair
t
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_

t
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AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE,Sat. Sept. 18 at
10 A.M. at Lenard Burton Home.
Located 5 Mi. east of Hardin or 4 rr
miles west of Aurora on Hwy. 80. ri
Turn at Unity Cross Roads, em
watch for sale markers. Drinks tr
and eats. 1 bedroom set, spring
and mattress. 1 old Brass Poster
bed, it's a beauty. Old stand, 2
swivel chairs, electric lamps, ref.
gas stove, good, dinette with 4
chairs, extra tables, 2 pie safes,
all types of pots, pans, set of
China, lots of dishes, Dpression
glass antique pattern glass, and
odd glass. 3 electric motors.
Short wave radio set, 4 band unit.
3foot lockers, good. Lots of paint.
Lot of conduit, underground type.
2 metal stock water tanks,7 horse
power McCullan chain saw with
24 inch bar. Pick, shovel, sledge
hammer, ember)' wheels, tire
pUrnps, hand tools. World of
Misc. Too much to list. You can't
miss this sale. There is
something here you want. Sale by
Knotts Auction Service. Hardin,
Ky., 437-4666. Our services don't
cost they pay.
S17C
AUCTION SALE Saturday,
September 18, 10:00 a.m. rain or
shine-Billington—Forsee
Tractor Co. Inc. 1 mile east of
Murray on highway 94 will offer a
group of 15 to 20 used tractors,
gas or diesel, some mounted with
two rowsnappers, others with
various pieces of equipment, also
odd pieces, silage, cutter,
combine, 3 point grader blade,
lift type rotary cutter, balers,
rakes,( Ford and Case ) pull type
corn pickers and snappers, disc.,
all other equipment for all makes
of tractors, riding lawn mowers,
one Oliver self propelled combine, 2 junk tractors ( Framall &
Allis C) Most of this is
repossessed and has been
checked by his mechanic and
ready for use. Many other pieces
will be sold. Financing can be
arranged by seeing Mr. Earl
Forsee before sale date. Inspection any day.
Don't miss this sale rain or
shine, dealers as well as farmers
are invited. Sandwiches and
drinks served.
This sale conducted by Douglas
Associate
Shoemaker
of
and
auction
Shoemaker
Livestock Co. Murray, Kentucky.
S17C
Phone 753-3375.
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY; logs am
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
REAL ESTATE FOR SAI.E

Town 8
Country

SPECIAL
4 BEDROOM
with spacious family
room, drapes, dishwasher
and garbage disposal.
Closets galore, large
private back yard. Close
to schools and hospital.

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE
Phone 753-9900
753-3616

or
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NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE AEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood.
Forrest Phone 753-7358 after 4-:00
heat and air, stone
Central
TFc
fireplace with log lighter.
CARD OF THANKS
Separate dining room, large
We wish to express our ap- living room, 2 bedrooms and bath
RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048
preciation for the many acts of down. Bath and
large dorm
kindness extended to us during (239) up with closet big enough
PHONE
the illness and death of our f for another bedroom. Fenced
5:2) 354_6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
father, brother and uncle, 011ie back: yard with shade and
ON KENTUCKY 80
Miller.
fountain. 2 car garage with
A special thanks is extended to storage and utility. 753-4857. S18C
Dr. Ammons, the staff at
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
Westview Nursing Home for
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
their kind attention. Our ap- SMALL FARM; good location;
preciation is also extended to the business or future investment.
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
donors of food and flowers, to One mile 'East Murray, apFOR INFORMATIQN, WRIhOR CALL
Rev. Henry A. Smith and Rev. proximately 10 acres pasture.
Johnson F-asley for their words of Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
comfort and to the Unity Quartet Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 47J-1348 or 4'1-1716
for the beautiful songs. Also we For appointment call 753TFC
extend our appreciation to 4147
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 1 and 1,2 FOR SALE: house and lot in 3 BEDROOM FRAME house with
for their efficient service.
school and Almo, Ky. 2 bedroom, white 20 acres, (by owner) at South
May God bless each of you. baths, near high
753-1874.
Call
college.
$19,000.
For
sale by frame. Has well and running Marshall.
The family of 011ie Miller
S17P Reasonable.
Sl7C
s2oc . water. Call 435-4313.
ITNc owner. Phone 753-9357

RattitttttkttkttklktttRIIRIttRZZRZNIZZ

Watch This Space for Further Details
••••11••

111:1
RYVTAXAAMMOV

AUCTION SALE
ass-tron fish and
rse power. Cornat 753-3226. S18C
B175, good con53-7304 after 5
Sl8P
tique chifferobe,
$25.00. Dinette
airs $20.00. Full
mattress new,
1-7593 after 5:30
Sl8C

SALE, antique
Stereo, 1 Early
and chair, an14 radio antenna
t., Sept. 18, 805
S18C

BILE HOME,
ma, 1 yr. old.,
nstruction.
ished. Call 489S18C

DGE truck, size
on. Will sell or
)n on Industrial
m Murray Sand
all 753Sl8C

ls
OF
ROOFING, Call
5 pm. & 7 p.m.
S2OP

PLAYER, 12
4 speakers and
lent sound, Call

kNTENNA for
185.
S20C

13 saddle mare,
ddle Phone 753S20C

trucks. One flat
Phone 753TFC

'oodle puppies,
7ial prices. Also
one 753ITC

ox Terrier, Rat
good pets for
ach. Phone 753ITC

TON TRAVEL
new in April,
1500 miles. ExAdditional set
) sell. Call 753S20C

HELP WANTED

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

Important Happening
spA Going South
los
21,600
40cittcovoreereerleee,orfeettlefffileftriverreerAreefi101ffle,if

••••••

AF.AL ESTATE FOR SALE

mkkainggit

N -0-T -I-C-E!!

753-1916
:
Call .
•
•

MX))) IIIPIPPAWM.,NAfet%;::::•:.`;

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser'vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
WANTED WA1TRESS• day shift, Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farfull time. Dishwasher for
tFC
mington, Kentucky.
evening. Apply in person between
8:30 and 10:00 A.M. or 1 to 3 P.M. OVERWEIGHT?? The o,nly safe
No phone calls Saucy Bar-B-Que way to lose weight and incheS
and Pancake House 14091.'2
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
Sl7C 'Weight loss guaranteed.
Main.
S30C
HELP WANTED

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WIL

CIRCULATION MANAGER

Ledger & Times

N

Vc*******************************************************
*
*
BOSS IS AWAY, BUT GIRLS CAN'T PLAY . . .
*
*
*
*
WE'RE TOO BUSY SELLING ALL HIS LISTINGS WHILE HE IS GONE!
*
*
*
*
WE LIKE OUR WORK
*
*
*
Help us keep busy won't you? If you're selling your home
*
*
*
CALL US!
*
*
HEAP BIG SPACE
*
*
PERFECTLY DELIGHTFUL
WAMPUM
*
* Only one mile outLITTLE
And delightfully perfect. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
on 641 South. Five bedrooms with full
*
*
vacuum system,carpeting, drapes, deluxe kitchen, den with
*
* basement and two fireplaces. Extra 30' x 40' building for beamed ceiling, central heat
and air, great location.
*
* shop, garage or storage.
*
*
SEE
AUTUMN'S BEAUTY FIRST HAND
*
*
JUST FOR TWO
Just 5 minutes from town. Large 3 bedroom brick colonial *
* Small house on 1 acre wooded lot in Kirksey. The price is
has 2 baths, central heat and air, huge family kitchen-den *
* only $5300.
combination. All this and nearly 2 acres of land. Who could *
*
GREAT LITTLE BARGAIN
*
want more?
* Two
brick on S. 6th may be the home for you. If you
*
* hate bedroom
yard work, this is made to order as the lot is small ... so
*
*
IF YOUR NEIGHBOR IS BREATHING
*
* is the price.
Down your neck and you don't like it, see this 2 story beauty *
*
on
1
acre
lot. 4 bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths, kitchen with all the *
THE MAGIC WORD IS 'TWO"
extras, comfortable den with fire-place, 2 car garage for the *
bedrooms, that is. Loliely brick colonial home with disposal
*
cars and lots of room for the kids.
* and built-in stove, drapes, and garage. You will love the

AUCTION SALE,Sat. Sept. 18 at 'HOMEWORKERS
WANTED
10 A.M. at Lenard Burton Home. Part-time,full-time work at home
Located 5 Mi. east of Hardin or 4 mailing our circulars. For details
miles west of Aurora on Hwy. 80. rush self-addressed, stamped
Turn at Unity Cross Roads, envelope and 35c to US Enwatch for sale markers. Drinks terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
and eats. 1 bedroom set, spring'Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFO
and mattress. 1 old Brass Poster
bed, it's a beauty. Old stand, 2
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
swivel chairs, electric lamps, ref.
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
gas stove, good, dinette with 4
chairs, extra tables, 2 pie safes,
WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
all types of pots. pans, set of
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
Cbiria, lots of dishes, Dpression
The Position Of
off US 45. Phone 554-1842.
glass antique pattern glass, and
Clothing and equipment for the
odd glass. 3 electric motors.
November 20C
entire family.
Short wave radio set, 4 band unit.
for
the
3foot lockers, good. Lots of paint.
TRANSPORTATION FOR two to
Lot of conduit, underground type.
Simms-Murphy
Clinic
in
2 metal stock water tanks,7 horse
Memphis on Sept. 21. Have appower McCullan chain saw with
pointment at 1:20. Will share
24 inch bar. Pick, shovel, sledge
expenses. Call Wayne Flora, 753Is
Available
To
The
Right
Person
wheels,
tire
hammer, embery
1727 or 436-5664,
Sl7C
pumps, hand tools. World of
Mature, established, adult needed.
Misc. Too much to list. You can't
STUDENTS NEED unwanted but
many large closets.
See James C. Williams in person in the
miss this sale. There is
usable furniture, dressers,
something here you want. Sale by
afternoons at the Ledger and Times
chairs, etc. Will pick-up. Call
JUST $1500 will buy you a large lot on highway near Kirksey.
Knotts Auction Service. Hardin,
SlONC
after 7:30 p.m. 492,8152.
Ky., 437-4666. Our services don't
ONLY FISHERMEN NEED CALL
cost they pay.
S17C
NICE I BEDROOM furnished PART-TIME HELP, Lady to WILL KEEP elderly woman in
about this 90 acre farm with nearly 3 acres bordering one of
AUCTION SALE Saturday, apartment. Air conditioned. Call babysit, and do housework. Must private home near Murray.
the oldest conservation lakes in Calloway. 942 acre corn base
September 18, 10:00 a.m. rain or 753-5079.
and old livable house, needs work.
S18C furnish own transportation. Call Room and board reasonable.
shine-Billington-Forsee
S22P
753-3078 after 5 p.m.
S20C Phone 753-6895.
Tractor Co. Inc. 1 mile east of 2 BEDROOM MOBILE home, on
I'M REALLY SCARED
Murray on highway 94 will offer a the lake. Available Oct. 1 thru WANTED: HOUSEKEEPING SPECIAL SALE; antiques, gifts,
To tell you about this one. You've heard about the lady who
group of 15 to 20 used tractors, Apr. 1. All electric, completely work Sat., Sunday, and Monday household items, appliances,
• decided not to sell her home after reading the Realtor's
gas or diesel, some mounted with furnished. $125.00 per month. only. Apply in person at the Mid- furniture, old and new. Buy-Sell• glowing description? If I describe all the wonders of this
S17C Trade. Claudia's This & That,
two rowsnappers, others with Phone 901-642-1550.
S22C Towner Motel.
* fabulous 4 bedroom, 21-2 bath home near the new high school,
various pieces of equipment, also
Mayfield Highway, Route 69, * it could happen to us.
Just quietly come & see it. We'll
odd pieces, silage, cutter, SliOLAR'S AUTO
across from Paris ManufacSERVICES OFFERED
REPAIR
* arrange everything.
combine, 3 point grader blade, needs a mechanic. Please
turing, Paris, Tennessee, 642apply
lift type rotary cutter, balers, in person.
6194.
S23('
TFC WILL DO ironing in my home.
LARGE COMMERCIAL BUILDING-GOOD PRICE
•
rakes,(Ford and Case ) pull type
Phone 753-9344.
S2ONC
•
* Plenty of parking space. Could be made into apartments.
corn pickers and snappers, disc.,
ALTOS FOR SALE
FOR RENT
all other equipment for all makes
'FULLER ENTERPRIZE Mobile
1971
V.W.
SEDAN,
yellow,
2
of tractors, riding lawn mowers,
Home Repair; add on rooms for NEW APARTMENT,wall to wall
FOOTBALL IS IN THE AIR
one Oliver self propelled com- months old. Can be seen at 602 house trailer
and underpenning. carpeting, living room, dining
West
Main
Street.
$1900.
521P
this one. A 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with so
fumble
don't
But
*
bine, 2 junk tractors ( Framall &
We also have for sale fiberglas room, bedroom with two large
many "extras" we had to list them on the back. Intercom,
Allis C) Most of this is
panels, cabinet top covering, closets and bath. Built-ins in
• fireplace with woodbox opening to outside, tinted sliding
repossessed and has been 1969 PONTIAC LEMANS, 2 door 21
/
2x5 or 6 feet long. Both kitchen. 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
glass doors,central heat and air, electric air cleaner, kitchen
checked by his mechanic and hardtop, vinyl top, power fiberglass
and cabinet covering University. Phone 753-8648. TFC
is loaded with built-ins, beamed ceiling in den,and 10 closets.
ready for use. Many other pieces steering, bucket seats, factory below 1,2 price
and up. All stock B
KICK-OFF your old house and relax with modern luxuries
will be sold. Financing can be wheels, good condition. Also 1961 grade. Three
new cook stoves, DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
at
a moderate price.
arranged by seeing Mr. Earl Ford Pick up, Good mechanical two gas
bedroom,
central
and
air,
heat
and one electric. Wide
S17C
Forsee before sale date. In- condition. Call 753-7637.
selection of campers and toppers carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
NEED MORE MONEY?? WHO DOESN'T!!
spection any day.
for sale. Custom work of any bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
The income from this big apartment house will keep on
Don't miss this sale rain or '57 DODGE, 4 new tires, $75.00. type. Located on
month.
Phone
753-7850.
TFC
Hwy. 69, 18
S17C
corning year after year. Your equity grows and value inshine, dealers as well as farmers Call 753-6602.
miles North of Paris, and one
creases. A great set-up for the eagle-eyed property buyer.
are invited. Sandwiches and
mile South of State Line. Phone
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA
drinks served.
(901) 782-3156.
LIKE YOUR OWN PLANTATION?
1TP
This sale conducted by Douglas station wagon, new brakes, tires
Start with 425 acres East of Almo. Over 3,3 of"farm tendable.
Modern
2
Bedroom
$450.00.
muffler,
Phone
and
753Associate
of
Shoemaker
WILL DO ironing in my home, by
40 acre corn base, spring fed creeks for year around water
S17C the piece or by the hour. Call
and 8090 after 5p.m:
auction
Shoemaker
House
• and pasture, and most of land is fenced. Top notch cattle
753Livestock Co. Murray, Kentucky.
1439.
farm. Around $150. per acre.
Sl7C
3 miles from town
S17C 1970 CHEVELLE SS 396 con
Phone 753-3375.
vertible. Red with white top, WILL DO trash hauling.
For college boys
•
power steering, and brakes, Reasonable rate. Phone 753* We have building lots scattered throughout Murray. Let us
WANT TO BUY
or
married couple
* show you. Relax!!!
automatic transmission, bucket 6130,
07C,
WANT TO BUY; logs ant seats, console, factory mags.
Phone 753-5108
standing timber. Also have for original Goodyears. 20,000 miles.
4" Plastic Wells
CHOICE! CHOICE! CHOICE!
sale lumber and sawdust. A-1 shape. Near wholesale price.
(After
5:00 p.m.)
A YLOR WELL
20 Acres near Irvin Cobb. Has around 1200 feet of waterfront.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Phone 753-1622 days or 753-6342
p.
DRILLING
TFC after 6:00.
Phone 753-4147.
S17C
PINEBLUFF....PANORAMA....BARKLEY LAKE
FOR RENT: To small family or
Phone
Puryear.
Tenn
REAL ESTATE FOR SAIE
couple,
new
2
bedroom
Call
us
•
*
for your lakefront lots or cottages. We have them.
home,
all
247-5556
1962
panel, air conditioner and water
CHEVROLET
V-8
Complete Well
automatic, $150.00 1961 45
furnished. $75.00 per month. Call
JUST 3 MILES FROM COURTHOUSE
Service
Mercury outboard, Electric
489-2595.
S17' * You can have your own 3 bedroom house, garden and large
• trees on approximately 2 acres of land. Stone fire-place in
starting $225.0.. Phone 474TWO-BEDROOM
2309.
unfurnished * living room and big country kitchen add up to comfort at a
S18C
WILL KEEP children in my house. Can be seen at 1626 W • give away price of only $18,500.00.
home Monday thru Friday. Olive St., after 5:00p.m.
S20('
EXCEPTIONAL 1962 Buick Phone 753-9846.
TFC
4 BEDROOM
1,eSabre. Water pump and
NICE LARGE furnished one
muffler new. Tires very good.
with spacious family
YOUR ENVELOPES, cards or bedroom apartment, heat furRecent tuneup $300.00 cash.
circulars neatly (typing or nished. Private entrance. Near
room, drapes, dishwasher Ph9ne 753-9559.
S18C longhand). Your
mailing list or hospital, university, and town
ours We will do the complete job Adults only. Phone 753-1299. S2OP
and garbage disposal.
GOLD, 1970 DATSUN station
and save you money. For inwagon, 4 speed, with air, rack
Closets galore, large
formation write Mrs. Donna 4 ROOM HOUSE with bath on the
and radio. $2,100. Phone 753Hodge, Box 308F, Route 7, Coals Camp Ground Road. 3
private back yard. Close 7117.
S23C Murray,Ky.
S22P miles from the college. If in
Vested call Mayfield 247-2539
to schools and hospital
1965 CHEVROLET Impala, new
Sift('
tarter 3o'clock.
tires, kinks good, runs great. , FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All
work
guaranteed.
Free pick- FOR RENT; unfurnished 2
Phone 753-9992 after 5:00 p.m.
up anti delivery. Free estimate. bedroom house. Call 4924622. ITC
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753,3045.
S3OP
FOR SALE OR TRADE
'65 MAROON COHVAIR, good
Phone 753-9900 or condition and good gas mileage. SEPTIC TANK cleanffrg, back'
hoe work Phone Rex Camp, 753- COON pop; will trade for good
Phone 753-606a after 4
753-3616
S2OP
014C Beagle. Phone 753-2711.
o'clock.
S18P 5933.

POSITION OPEN

KENTUCKY LAKE

,

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FOR RENT

Town 8
Country

SPECIAL

LOTS OF HOUSE
LITTLE MONEY
Within walking distance of town. Large carpeted living room,
dining room, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Needs outside paint.. Owner will do it for you. $14,850.

*
*
*
*
*
YOU MAY NEVER WANT TO MOVE AGAIN
*
Spotless, 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick beauty on quiet street. *
Central heat and air, den, patio, attractive deluxe kitchen, all

add up to a great place to live.
OURS TO SHOW,YOURS TO BUY
So hurry and see this beautiful 2 story home! 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
baths, large den with fire-place, carpeted, drapes, central
heat and air, deluxe kitchen, landscaped, and only I minute
from high school. All for you.
WE MAKE HOUSE CALLS
And have just what the doctor ordered. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air, den and deluxe kitchen with exceptional
amount of cabinets. Carpets and drapes make this
prescription a bargain at $29,500.

NEWLYWEDS OR OLDYWEDS
Will love this neat little place on South 6th Street. 3 *
bedrooms, electric heat, and air-conditioned. The large
shaded lot makes backyard cookouts fun.
SCHOOL BELLS ARE RINGING
Only 2 blocks away. Convenient location, quiet street, large
house, lots of extra storage. If you want 3 bedrooms with 11
/
2
baths, fire-place, dining room and large living room, this is
your "homeroom".
YOUR OWN SUBDIVISION
Could be on Kentucky Lake. 300 acres with cottage near *
water. Let us show this to you.
DON'T PUT YOUR MONEY ON ICE
Spend it on land and watch it grow. This 104 acre farm is *
increasing in value like a money tree. 10 acre corn base, big *
spring, old livable house, timber, and a give away price of *
$14,000.
RELAX!!!
At Panorama Shores in your own cottage. This 2 bedroom *
modern home has a fire-place, drapes, electric heat. Another *
good price at $13,900.

LIKE TO GROW THINGS?
Corn, wheat, soybeans, cows, hors, kids? 1165.00 per acre
will buy you the perfect spot. 100 acres located north of
Kirksey. Real good farm.

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
753-4342

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

EDNA KNIGHT
753-4342

ASSOCIATES
Office

PAT MOBLEY
753-4342

753-4910

Home

753-8958

6

1

*
*
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Stock Market

From The

NEW YORK
opened higher on the New Y
Stock Exchange today. Vohmi
By halted Press International was moderate.
WASHINGTON - President Shortly after the opening,
the
Nixon saying he believes most DJIA was up 0.66 to 903.77
with
Americans want further action 453 issues traded. Of
these,
against inflation and unemploy• advances topped declines,
171 to
,missing
ancestry
links
thpkr
in
rnent
freeze:
after
the
.
139.
By Helen Price Stacy
Talley says the purpose of his
"They don't want a freeze In the steels US. Steel
picked
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-It was book is to collect in one voluirm a followed by a thaw where we up 1,4 to 30% while Republic
through William M. Talley's real number of facts and get stuck in the mud."
dipped 44 to 24%.
rds that will be invaluable to
column "Ancestor Hunting" in
The motors were fractionally
archers.
SAIGON -President Nguyen higher. General Motors
The Lewis County Herald,
added
published at Vanceburg, Ky., "These records are in no Van Thieu, when asked how 214 to 85, Ford at 70% and
said,
order,"
"but
cular
South
he
Vietname
se_ voters could Chrysler at 30¼ each rose
that I found the interesting story
vs.
of Shaw's Paradise, a tract of rtain to families in several vote against him when no one American Motors was % higher
land in
to 774.
area that had been Northeastern Kentucky counties, else is running:
made into
botanical garden rimarily Fleming, Lewis, "I cannot say them all Chemicals were mixed. Union
complete with experimental icholas, Greenup, Carter, because there are 1,001 ways Carbide lost % to
48%.
but there are two main ways. Monsanto was 44 higher to
laboratory, which had become organ and Rowan."
49%.
Dr. Talley spends summers at You can put a plain envelope in The oils also were
virtually lost in the intervening
mixed.
his Lewis County home, 108 Main the box or you can mutilate the Occidental Petroleum
years.
surrenNot long ago I learned that Street, Vanceburg, but other ticket. They can draw in a dered kit to 15% while Phillips
Talley researches history not times lives at No. 2, Glenaladale mustache on my face or take slipped the same amount to
31.
only for his popular column but Terrace, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, out my eyes."
California Standard at 55;4,
ebec, Canada, and teaches at
also for future inclusions in
Getty at 86 and Superior Oil at
CHICAGO-Author
books. I now own a copy of cGill University, Montreal.
Mike 180 were unchanged from
"Talley's Northeastern
Ken- The book contains a complete Royko when informed the Thursday's closing prices.
ory of Lewis County written National Tea Co. has ordered Most moveme
tucky Papers,' a 368-page
nts in the
hardback crammed with dates, me time ago by W. C. Dugan, all copies of his book, "Boss," electronics
were fractional.
included
records
ho
taverns,of
names and history that would be
removed from shelves in its Zenith at 5044 and Motorola
at
a delight to genealogists and the early-day hotels of the area. stores:
851,4 each was k• higher. Texas
families who want to locate His records show the government "I have issued a directive to Instruments gained 44
to 112%,
• d set certain rates that tavern my wife that all National Magnavox
1s to 5244. Xerox
•wners had to charge for services products are to be removed picked
TRUCK DRIVER CRUSHED IN CAB-Paul Kendall, 56,
up 1.4 to 116%. American
truck on U.S. 30 at LaPorte, Ind. Police said
endered. A warm breakfast cost from our shelves immediately Telepho
Kendall's
Marion, Ind., was killed when the cab of his semi.,
ne was unchanged at
truck hit the rear end of the other, stopped for a
school
e customer 25 cents, while a and fed to a goat."
trailer
(left)
was
crushed
in a collision with another
42%.
bus. They said Kendall was driving 60 miles
an hour.
Id breakfast was only 17 cents; ,
same rates applied to other
Federal State Market News
Is, hot and cold. For lodging
Service Sept. 17, 1971
clean sheets, the cost was
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes 10 buying eight cents per night.
An oil bocirn created much
stations
Receipts - Act. 1,088 Est. 23 citiment in Vanceburg and
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows "everbody was going to find oil
in their back yard," wrote
steady
Dugan. A two-story tavern was
built and named "The Petroleum
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 18.25-18.75
House" by proprietor Seth
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 18.75-19.00
Parker.
By JEFF CUSHING
US 2-4 300-240 lbs 18 00-18 25
bon toward the new models is a
taches to the glove box is stanThere also was the Beverly
Copley News Service
comment by Chrysler-Ply- dard throughout the line.
US 3-4 240-260 lbs., 17.50-18.00
use, and according to the
mouth general sales manager
US 3-4 260-2150 lbs., 17.00-17.50
Chrysler - The Three Hunhistorian, every tavern or hotel
LAKE OF THE OZARKS, Richard McLaughlin.
Sows
dred
has been dropped and
Mo.
had
barroom
It
a
used
in
separate
to
a
"The few changes we have
be the big
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-16.00
more emphasis will be placed
thing when it came time for the made in the Cricket imported
building nearby.
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.25-15.oo
on the low-line Newport Royal,
At this time the legislature new cars to be introduced. Fac- from Britain to compete with
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.25
very popular in 1971. Automatic
tory
engineer
s
whispere
d
acted
domestic
softly
law
a
that
stated
minicars
all
have been
a few at 12.50
transmission, power disc
barrooms had to be under the to one another about the new for the sake of value rather
brakes and power steering are
features they had in store for than for change."
same roof as the hotel. The
Boars 10.-11.50
standard throughout the line.
Here is a rundown of the 1972
wner of the Beverly House, to the motoring public.
Chrysler
Imperial
Enterprising photographers Chrysler Corp. lineup:
Compared to last weeks close keep his barr000m and still abide with telephot
Chrysler
s Corp.'s top-of-theo
lenses
crept
up
Plymouth
Cricket - IntroBarrows and Gilts fully 50 cents by the law, built a bridge across on test-track
line model sits on a 127-inch
facilities to try to duced last year. the Cricket
Front Street from the hotel's
higher, Sows 25-75 cents.
wheelbase. A 440-cubic-inch V4
snap a shot of the all-new features new exterior
second floor to the second floor of
colors,
is standard. Imperial comes
models.
an
optional
twin-car
b
construc
setup
the barroom and
ted a
for
either as a four-door hardtop or
Such is not the case for 1972. horsepower boost and a black
roof to cover both buildings as
as a coupe.
That is not to say there Isn't vinyl roof.
well as the bridge. The site anything
new from Detroit this
Plymouth Valiant, Duster,
became a tourist attraction.
•"
. 111111111.1110
year - there is - but just Scamp - Redesigned
Q. I own a 1970 full-size sedan Cella, Darryl, and INIelta•I Sr. lust thro• from
seats.
"a pool of 2S participating children" to be siren and
Historical facts and family about everybo
and
have been dismayed at the hoard Or. NBC's Innovative new discussion show, "Take A Giant
dy already new-style taillamps, sliding
Step," to be broadcast Saturdays.
records in the book begin from knows what the new cars
poor tire mileage I have been
look roofs, foam-filled bucket seats,
Ity Sal DUNN
the 1700's. Included are minuted like. All they have to do in
George Heinemann went on to bered thoughts and reactions
getting. My first set of tires
most improved alternators and autoto
SATURDAY morning in tele- explain the inner workings of an
of Salt Lick B Baptist Church; cases is look at a 1971, imagine matic
abstract idea.
lasted me 11,000 miles. A sec- vision is a time generall
transmissions.
y
set
the
novel
and
daring
-Take A
Fleming County deaths and a different tape stripe here, difAs for the purpose of it ell,
ond set the same brand' lasted aside for the younger viewer. Giant Step."
Plymouth Barracuda - OfTo begin with, it
The Howards and their good marriages, 1873-1884; letters to ferent grille molding there, and fered this year
George Heinemann says It's
a little longer. Shouldn't I ex- Knowing that adults seldom Is aimed at the 7-14-yea
only as a hardr-old threefold: "to
mare Ella May. and Fred Rob- Dr. William Collins Cray during you have a 1972.
help children
pect longer tire life than I'm tune in then, the networks group and has "a pool of
top. It comes as a standard
25
erts and his chestnut flash Gold the Civil War era, plus notes on
Chrysler Corp. chose beauti- Barracuda with a 225-c
now getting? Would radial tires schedule a full complement of participating children." aged make their own value judgubicments;
build
to
vocabularies by
Roman, were the big winners Robbins and Cray families.
hd Lake of the Ozarks as the inch six or 318 V-8 as standard
be the answer'- J.N., Illinois cartoons, kid shows, and old pie- 13-15. Then for each week's
introducing new words of va-yin-the-face movies. The
at the West Kentucky HorseLetters of Parker, Andrews spot to show off their 1972 engines, or as the performa
A. Tire wear to a great extent is in the past clearly emphas- show, three or four of them ing difficulty; and to enrich a
nceman's Association Show at and Thomas families; Bible models to the press. Like the oriented
has been will be chosen to talk about a
depends on how you treat your on lightweight entertainment. certain
'Cuda, powered by the
generation of children who are
abstract concept or topLone Oak last Saturday.
records of Thomas, Wilson, rest of the auto industry, 340-cubic-inch V-8.
already information-rich but
automobile. A guy who does all
Then of course. "Sesame ic, such as: beginnings-endin
Both the Hovtards and Rob Kelly, Crow,
gs.
An electronic ignition system
Hammonds, Chrysler had on display virhis driving at freeway speeds Street" came along a few years names, happy-sad, or Just num- experience-poor."
erts had been out of WKHA Overley
-Maxey and Holton tually the same cars it was of- is standard on the Barracuda
ago, pointing out the need for bers.
The likelihood of the show's
won't
get
same
the
wear
as
the
competition for some time, but
achieving its objectives might
families; miscellaneous fering last year. The stress this with the 340 engine. An elecfellow who just putts around mare programs of that type.
returned to score double wins in
year
is on engineering im- trically operated sunroof is
be assessed by the reaction of
town. If you drive moderately Aware of the situation, NBC
also
WHILE the show will be
the pleasure and game events. cemetery headstones; old provements and a
departure available.
and don't abuse your tires, you for its part decided "to develop broadcast live, thus encouraging a few of its pioneering children.
This Saturday's show will be newspaper items; land suits; from the
traditional model
Plymouth Satellite - Still
definitely should be getting Innovative formats and tech- spontaneity, those involved will who have been a part of "Take
at the East Side Club in May- Fleming County Circuit Court changes of years
niques in children'
A Giant Step"
past.
comes in a variety of models,
more miles than you do. Your ming." The specific s program- be well prepared. Beginning ten summer months.since the early
suits; Builderback, Burriss and
field, starting at 130 p.m.
assignment
A boy said, "It
The industry had to do some but the hot GTX and
weeks
before
tire
life
best
will
program
come
a
McCallis
from
,
they
ter
luxurious
family
records.
was in turn given to George
produces values and helps you
Last week's results:
belt tightening which extended Satellite Brougham have
will
be
-reading,
watchin
radials,
1. Halter Open-Tom Philips. my.
films
but
g
you
may
suffer
Sections of the book pertain to
Heinemann, NBC Vice President
been
to be more opinionated." AnJoker Jay: Gail [teen, Pine's Pep;
all the way from personnel cuts discontinued. There
some harshness and road noise of Children's Programming. and news clips, attending lec- other child found the shou
are new
Windt. Surinam' Pine. Jerry' early
marriages in Carter, to
tures,
a decision not to initiate rear bumpers and
intervie
Him /try Pine; Lucy Bune.
wing
on
their
"brings out something tierst'i•
at low speeds. The next-best bet And now after sixteen long
bumper
Morgan, Nicholas, Bourbon and
Doll
"change for the sake of guards, a new grille
Pony Lead Lino-Trevor Col.
would be belted tires. But keep months of intensive work on own, and meeting twice a week different, something other than
in the seMason Counties. Chapters are change."
importan
for
Ihill. RLackJack: Wesley Lindsey. Gert
rap
sessions,
all
the
project, the creator of "Ding
the obvious." A girl felt herself
dan, as well as modified tailin mind that you only get what
ald/hair Joe Beth Chambers, Corp. devoted to
old wills in Rowan,
for the purpose of gathering inAnd while an all-new model lights. A new 400-cubic
Rita Buckingliant. Spunky.
you pay for: a $40 belted tire Dong School," and early con- formation somehow related to encouraged "to give a view-inch V-8
3. Ponies tar and Under-Patty
Greenup
and
Carter
counties
and
tributor
to "Sesame Street," has
may make headlines, a growpoint." A fourth was amazed to
Toon, Popeye: Kayo Geode, Roanle;
will probably give you better
replaces the workhorse 383.
Joey Todd. Danny; Tana Stafford, deeds in Fleming County.
come up with "Take A Giant their assigned topi. By the way discover that things couldn't
ing number of auto industry ofClone: Jennie Park. Gracr
wear
than
a
radial
$30
tire
of
will.
giving
direction
Plymout
to
the
h
reFury
,-- The fullStep."
necessarily be classified as right
The will of Benjamin Fuller of ficials secretly admit that they
4. Ponies 48- to 54r -Becky Wit.
search, guidance will be offered or wrong.
son. Pokle. Susan Nance. Grawhole
• • •
size Plymouth has all-new
Philadelphia, Pa., dated Dec. 26, are glad that the millions of
If you have a question about
Par Keith Deweeae. Shorty: /Celle,
the
children
by
NBC
and
SchoFROM
styling
the outset Mr. Heinefor 1972. A massive your car, motorcycle, or recPerk, Bald'.
• • •
1797, included a bequest of 10,000 dollars traditionally spent for
5. Country Pleiwure-Cherly Dick•
mann was determined to avoid lastic Magazine.
front bumper and grille combi- reational vehicle, write
*non, Traveler: Rudy King. Prince. acres in Kentucky
GEORGE HEINEMANN, in
to
which
MOhe
model
Four
changeov
weeks
"the
ers
before the air
adult tendency
LaRue Nance. Dan. Larry Champion,
are
giving
his opinion, believes the show
purchased from Wynkoop and rerouted into engineer being nation set off the car's long, TORWAYS,Copley News Serv- wt we thinic the of
Tony: Ton" Sell, Joker
chilieren date. thepart.icipanta, hopeful,
ing de- wide stance. Bumpers are
Mauna* (Met -Don
4. Western
de- • ice. P.O. Box 190. San Diego, want." Succeeding in that re- ly having formulated some 'I:trends together education. and
Watson in 1792. The will mentions partment coffers instead
Hilawsrd. Ell, Ray. Louis Dodds
of
signed
to
protect cooling sys- Calif. 92112.
Chown II, GUY Dean. Combo Lawie. two
on their subject, will entertainment," an unusual comgard, he went on to devise a views
sisters of Joshua Doyle, styling department accounts.
Map Smith. Hobo King Paul. °Ilan
tem. lights and other body
rilliagr. Girlie Twist
discussion format that is, ex- start to assemble their show, bination in television. Unique in
Mary
and
Ann,
Indicativ
who
live
e
of
in
Chrysler
's
post- components. An electric
C. Three Gaited Pleasure-Ronda
cept for the technical and pro- now making use of all the ma- so many respects and exciting
-lockRed
Ricer
King. Susan
Ireland; Elizabeth Brown, an
Wee&
ing tailgate door system is SIN NOT FROZEN
/011141e. Scarlet Ribbon: Laura 'Todd.
duction aspects; given over terial given to them in previous in its aims, "Take A Giant
"indentu
Tan.
red"
David
•
servant;
Nance.
Raba
la IMP
Elizabeth
MEDFORD, Ore. (UPI)- completely to the children. In weeks. What we, the audience. Step" is meant as a complestandard on all three-seat
dab Julian Thomas. Tattle
Pleasure 'Horses • Walker, late a servant in the
IL Western
wagons.
Sign on a Medford church: effect the show's content - will finally get will be a visa I ment to school work. And it
seen mod UnderI-Sandy Windt. Sit family
should prove
and "now a cripple";
(Continued from Page 1'
Dodge Colt - Imported from "The
ver De Jig: Tom Philip. Elring Joker
,wages of sin are not views expressed and, approaches and aural collage of whatever tracurricular a worthwhile exfro
Javtait Wilier, Porn Tour Charlotte
activity for young
Christian Chalybracus, "late a
taken- belongs
solely to the is needed to support or illusJapan.
the
Colt
Worth. Leona King Banc Gail Deen.
is
identical
as
Nixon appeareo to have
viewers, Saturday mornings this
to
kids.
PUN'S Pep.
servant and now on a voyage to
last
trate
year's
the
children'
version.
s
unencum
- corning semester.
There are
II We•tern Rack-Red Smith.
broken the back of a deterEurope," and a friend
Traveler: Rudy King, Prince: Nita
larger front disc brakes
and mined effort
and
Park. Ginger. John Canna. Dust,.
to block final
fishing
compani
on,
Capt.
self-adju
VANISH
McCloud.
Jubilee.
2ND
James
GIRL
James
sting rear brakes.
ES
passage of the draft bill.
to. Calf Roping -KenPerk. Jet; Craig.
Dodge Dart, Demon - Basic
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -A
Dill Seibert. Dick; DeWayne Stine*.
Nixon
persuade
d
Sen.
Gordon
lip; Joo Howard. Sandi.
Altogether, there are hundreds
engine is the 198-cubic-inch
teen-age college coed has
11. English flack--George Ford,
six
' Allott, R-Colo., Thursday to quit
Chance's Ronal Son; David Nance. of family names, dates, and
banger. The Demon 340 comes
disappeared under mysterious
•blocking the draft bill. The only with
Slack Diamond. Bill Warlord. Dusan':
the 340 V-8, and a
circumstances similar to those
Kathy Todd. El coo • Tan; Jackie records, some of them destined
price for Allott's acquiescence "rallye
Wilson. Scarlet Ribbon.
suspension" package is
of another young woman who
12. Western Pleasure (W em.Ili- to become more valuable with
: was Nixon's support for a 32.7 also available
Loretta Hovt•rd. Ella May. Vicky
.
time because the originals have
vanished 10 months ago in the
Smith. Hobo King Paul: Emily Deen.
billion
military
pay
increase
Dodge Challenger - Offered
Combo Lassie, Sandy W1ndt. Champ
been lost in courthouse fires and
same area, authorities said
11; Debbie Finite], Keyene.
designed
to create an all- only as a hardtop, the
13 Fos Trot-Bob Spiceland, Nod
Thursday.
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Chalft?'
c els•
volunteer army. This is 11.7 lenger sports a new
ding Jim; Earl Wilson, Lack, Ladd.
'Talley may be contacted at his
grille and
Helen M. Thomas, 17, an
Dotty Powers. Andy; Cheryl Dickerbillion
more
new
than
Nixon's
hood
son. Traveler: Tom Bell. Joker.
-scoop treatment.
Montreal, Quebec address if
SPECIAL * Fri.-Sat.-Sun., 17118-19
attractive girl with long brown
/4. Jr, Western Pleasure -Ed Wilbudget and would come in the Standard V-8 for the
son. Silver Do Jig; Vickie Smith. anyone chooses to
hardtop
brown
write him middle
hair
and
eyes,
has
been
Robe King Paul. Cheryl Lindsey.
of the wage-price freeze and the Rallye model is the reDrupes, Sari
Keith
Leo about his book or family history.
Coro:
missing since Monday when she
Your Choice .. .
CORY; Joey Toon. Mitchel's.
and a campaign to cut federal liable 318 V-8.
15. Barrel Race Open -Fred Rob
attended a class at Los Angeles
Dodge
vending
Charger,
Roma
Jerry
(Said
n;
livers.
.
In&
BORED CANINE
Coronet - A
Atkins. Bind Tim.
City College Her locked car
Starr: PC[10
VIENNA (UPI) -The caller Mansfield wants to include in new roofline sets off the
Reed; Billy Joe Stinging. Chick. Ken
was found parked near the
atilt Cowin. Stormy
Charger
for
1972.
the
bill
April
an
1
deadline
had
Coronet,
a
for
Women
break-in
of-*****
At
in mind when he
la Barrel Rare
campus
fered
only
as
a
kin.. Fireball. Kathy Wallace, Wally
four
removal
U.S.
of
-door
troops from
telephoned police in the middle
sedan
Dell. Connie Clannwit. Jett; Caroline
Robin (;raham, 18, disapor wagon, has new waffle
Clanipett. Chuck
manthe night. He had heard the Vietnam. Nixon has fought this
Rare Jr.-Sill
Atkins.
peared Nov. 15 less than a mile
IT Barrel
like
grille.
restricti
since
on
Stardust; Bill Attune. Fireball, Mark guard dog barking in
the
beginnin
g
a Vienna
Chambers
Ginger. Steve
away. Her car was found on a
Dodge Polara, Monaco --- ReCarroll.
his administration.
actory and police rushed to the
Sunrise: Steve Rogers. Chuka
designed this year as two disramp of the Hollywood FreeW • cc.
lil Floe Race °PVT -AHEAD
Presiden
PIERS
.
t
administ
The
ration used high
ne pres.sred for the worst.
Beasley. Joel, Ray Breeden. Fled
Includes
tinctive models. Massive fullNixon's top labor mediator, way.
• Cole Slaw • French Fries
Socks, /truce Sell, Sue: Randy Stier
It turned out, however, that pressure lobbying techniques in loop front
con. Paula Mancha. Nervosa fermi.
bumpers
set
,Curtis Counts, talks to
off
these
J.
Ginger
effort
an
free
to
the
bill
from
e
a
dog didn't feelalike guarding
• Tarter Sauce • Hush Puppies• Onion
new models which
Wood-base panels
le Pole Bending Open--Fred Ittii
reporters in San Francisco,
Rings
congressional radical departur are the most
erta. Geld Roman. Kenneth Dearing.
e factory that night. The seven-month
e for Chrysler
NEW
-Storinan Cheryl Dickerson. Mr. Nair
YORK
he
was
sent
where
to
see
(IM)
Res'
nimal • tried to escape by deadlock. The draft espired in 1972. A new suspensi
me. id Stubblefield. Reedy: David
dential construction is
on syswt can be done about the
Hunter. Cortr.
the
ueezing through the bars of une 30 and military chiefs tem is offered for the
20 Speed nor. ows-R•nneth
most important market
Longshoremen strike.
wagon
long
Geurin. dteriar; Peat Aldine. Sand
for
have
warned
of
an impending and electronic ignition
e factory gate and got its
!limber,
Reed: Johnny "SeTtne. Pe:
Time
systems
There are 175 ships at anplywood and other
manpowe
Peggy Atkins. Fireball; Jenne. Poet
r
crisis
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army,
are
availabl
New Concord - Phone 436-5496
e
head
wood-has
on
the
e panel products,
stuck. The fire brigade
360, 400 arid
•
chor in 24 coast ports.
Little orphan Annie.
says
navy, air force and reserves.
440 V-8s A litter: hag that atthe dog unharmed.
the Amencan Woodt:ou
ncil.

News

Purchase Area
Hog Market

MOTORWAYS

TV CAMEOS: "Take A Giant Step"

Not Just For Kids But By Them Too

Lone Oak
Horse Show
Results

4.,

Senate

Cypress Springs
Restaurant
• Golden Fried Shrimp
• Fried Oysters
• Scallops
• Deviled Crabs

$1
69

Cypress Springs Restaurant

S.

United Press Intern

President
Bill By Th
By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) -J
before the showdown vote
the draft, a weary Sen. Jo
Stennis, 13-Miss., told
Senate he hoped Democrat'
Leader Mike Mansfield woul
offer his end-the-war amen
merit to another bill later on
the year.
Then he looked up from
lectern, with a faint grin,
whispered to a nearby co
league:
"I hope it's not a bill that I'
managing."
Pleading, wringing his
and offering his colleagues
heaven and stars for the'
support, Stennis whipped th
military draft bill to the b
of final passage Friday, b
ing a deadlock that has left
nation without draft calls
three months.
Mansfield and other w
critics, in a last-ditch stan
had tried to table the bill
attach a legislated deadline
April 1 for total U.S. wi
wal from .Vietnam. But t
tabling motion failed, 47 to
The measure still mu
survive a desperation filibus
by anti-draft forces, but near
everyone agreed the bill w

Rev. Roos To Speak At
Women's Fellowship
Rev. David C. Roos, minister
the First Christian Church,
speak on "Church Unity" in
meeting of the
Christi
Women's Fellowship meeting
the First Christian Chur
Tuesday, Sept. 21 at 10 a.
according to Mrs. Harlan
Hodges, president.
Rev. Roos has made s study
this subject and his condu
consultations at Vanderb
University.
These interested in this subj
are invited to attend the mee
and all three groups of the
are urged to be present.

Pre-Game Chuck Wagon
Dinner Planned Soon
The Murray State Univers'
Women's Society will sponsor
Pre-game Chuck Wagon
on Saturday, October 2, at fi
p.m. at the Student Uni
Cafeteria.
Tickets are two dollars
person. Reservations should
mailed by Saturday, Sep
25, to Mrs. Ben Humphre
Route Seven, Box 320, Murra
Ky.

University Sch
Free Lunch Po
Murray State Univers'
School has announced a free a
reduced price lunch policy f
University School childr
unable to pay the full price.
Local School Officials ha
adopted a family size and inco
scale to assist them in det
mining eligibility.
Families falling within
scales or those suffering fro
unusual circumstances or bar
ships are urged to apply for fr
or reduced price lunches for the
children. They may do so
filling in the application fo
sent home in a letter to paren
Additional copies are avilable

somm=2=
The Weather
Kentucky: Partly clou
today, increasing cloudine
tonight and mostly cloudy
day. Occasional light rain e
treme east today and over
west half late tonight or Sunda
Highs today and Sunday u
60s and 70s. Laws tonight u
50s and low 60s
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Chance of showers spread
over the state Wednesday, and
warming trend Wednesda
Highs in the 6tVi to low 7
Monday, rising to mid and u
70s by Wednesday. Lows in
40s and 50s Monday, rising to
low 608 Wednesday.

